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ffi] 
"MFU CONNEXION" 

M AE FJ\ H LUANO UNI VER SITY 

Mae Fah Luang University, a medium-size university, is renowned 
for its internationally recognised educational quality and standards. Located 
at what may be called ' a portal to the Indo-Chinese region' , the university is 
connected to several countries of the Greater Mekhong Sub-region (GMS). 
It is through this connection that ongoing communication and exchange of 
sociocultural knowledge amongst the countries in the region are maintained 
and facilitated. This location's appeal to researchers from various disciplines 
is, therefore, without question. 

Fully aware of the above-stated significance and hence the need to 
promote interdisciplinary research in the GMS countries, Mae Fah Luang 
University has decided to publish a journal called 'MFU: CONNEXION' . 
This journal, we hope, will serve two-fold purposes, firstly, as an academic 
platform from which research in Humanities, Social Sciences and even 
Jurisprudence can be disseminated, and secondly, as a channel through which 
academic collaboration and excellence can be established for the creation of 
new bodies of knowledge in response to social needs. 

MFU: CONNEXION, whose publishing process started in early 
2012, is a triannual journal. This journal has come into existence thanks to 
cooperation between three Schools of Mae Fah Luang University: the School 
of Liberal Arts, the School of Management and the School of Law. 

Objectives 
1. To publicise the university 's research and academic works; and 
2. To encourage an exchange and discussion of research experiences 

and findings amongst fellow scholars and with the general public. 

Interested scholars are invited to submit Social Sciences and/ 
or Humanities articles in Thai or English to MFU: CONNEXION. 
Each article must not exceed 20 pages (A4 size) in length and must be 
accompanied with an abstract in both Thai and English. Further guidelines for 
article submission to MFU: CONNEXION are available at http://connexion. 
mfu.ac.th 

Each article submitted will be reviewed and assessed by experts in the 
relevant field on an anonymous basis. The Editorial Staff reserves all rights 
to edit articles and determine the order of publication. All views, comments 
or conclusions presented in the article belong solely to the author(s) and do 
not necessarily imply the Editorial Staff's concurrence. 
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EDITORIAL 

This is the maiden volume of Mae Fah Luang University's 
journal 'MFU: CONNEXION' , whose main objective is to disseminate 
research findings in the fields of Social Sciences and Humanities. Each 
volume presents a selection of six artic les pertaining to studies in Social 
Sciences, Linguistics and Culture, along with a book review and an 
article on miscellaneous issues. 

Every article published herein has been thoroughly read, 
reviewed and revised by experts in the relevant fields. We are confident 
that, starting with this maiden volume, our journal MFU: CONNEXION 
will continue to feature the potential ofThai researchers in Social Sciences, 
Linguistics and Culture fields. 

Phanintra Teeranon 
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Thailand's Policy towards Irregular Migration: 
Situation Analysis of Burmese Migrant Workers 

under Thailand's Migration Policy 

Abstract 

Khen Suan Khai 
School of Liberal Arts 

Mae Fah Luang University 

The huge economic disparities within the GMS countries will 
cause labor migration to Thailand to be increased rapidly over the next 
decade. This paper focuses on the impact of the migration policy toward 
human rights situation of migrant labors in particular from Myanmar, as 
these migrants are the largest cheap-labor supply in Thailand. They have 
the highest potential to be adversely affected by the latest approach of 
labor migration in the restrictive form. The causes found as influential 
factors are push and pull factors : push factors are related with economic, 
social, and political situation in Myanmar while pull factors are the 
growth of Thailand's economy, and the labor shortage in low-skilled 
sector in Thailand. The results show that Thailand's labor migration 
policy should aim to obtain maximum benefits for both registered 
and non-registered migrant workers by enforcing coherent migration 
policy which meets the need of current situation and dynamics oflabor 

migration. 
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Background 
Over the past few decades, Thailand has become the most 

developed country in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS), having 
relatively higher employment opportunities and higher wages than any 
neighboring countries (IOM, 2007). Significant economic disparity can 
be demonstrated by comparing Thailand's per capita gross domestic 
product (GDP) to that of Cambodia, Lao PDR and Myanmar. In 2010, 
Thailand's per capita GDP was $9,180, compared to Cambodia's of 
US$ 2,470, Lao PDR's ofUS$ 2,435 and Myanmar 's ofUS$ 1,250. 
Hence, due to its economic boom and other factors including widening 
income gaps and slowing growth of work force, Thailand has become 
a destination country for most of the labors from neighboring countries, 
particularly from Myanmar, Cambodia and Lao that choose migration 
as their livelihood strategy. 

Labor migration to Thailand would be increased rapidly over 
the next decade due to huge economic disparities within the GMS 
countries. Cross-border migration of unskilled migrants into Thailand 
has been prominent while the majority of workers have no legal status. 
Thailand's policies towards irregular migration are still ambivalent 
and controversial (ILO, 2009). Thailand, being one of the largest labor 
receiving GMS countries, cannot avoid hiring low-skilled labor migrants. 
Despite Thailand's frequent policy changes made to best tackle, the 
irregular migration remains challenging issues over the periods of 
"numbers". 

The most recent registration policy changed which Thailand 
claimed as the last round is still a controversial issue for migrants 
and human rights activists due to its complicated policy implication 
which required Burmese migrants to undergo a national verification 
(NV) process in their own country. And it was an obstacle to a large 
number of migrants. As a bigger portion of the migrant population 
had not gone through the process before the NV deadline, they will be 
subjected to immediate deportation, according to the policy. Since the 
Burmese migrant workers, who are basically the largest cheap-labor 
supply in Thailand, come here due to the intolerable economic and 
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political turmoil in Myanmar, they are most likely to be affected by 
the deportation process. It is conceivable that the new policy triggering 
mass deportation of migrant workers could impregnate with high potential 
of human rights violations, especially to Burmese migrants as the 
deported migrants have high risks of abuses between the Thai-Myanmar 
borders. A recent research by KHRC (2009) described how deported 
migrants were exploited at checkpoints under the control of DKBA, 
saying "even workers who do not face abuse upon return face abuse 
at the checkpoints to which Thai authorities transfer them during 
deportation procedures. These abuses include taxation, forced labour, 
beatings, killing and rape. " 

With the continued supply of labor migrants and extreme scarcity 
oflocallabor, Thai Ministry ofLabor acknowledged the need to employ 
1.2 million low-skilled migrant workers in 2008 (Boot, 2008). It is 
estimated that migrant workers contribute 370 billion THB, or about 
6.2 per cent of Thailand's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (CPPCR, 
2009). Though Thailand's economy is largely dependent on the labor 
contribution of the migrant workers, the immigration policies towards 
them are largely biased, for the sake of Thailand 's national security 
concerns, with little consideration upon their protection. Furthermore, 
in the international migration pattern, the tight border control has 
many potential to ferti le the brokers and agents services where human 
trafficking and exploitations are most likely to occur instead of 
combating the irregular migration. This paper focuses on the impact of 
the immigration policy toward human rights situation of migrant labors 
in particular from Myanmar: Thailand's largest migrant labors supply 
which has the highest potential to be adversely affected by the latest 
approach of labor migration in the restrictive form. 

1. Brief history of labor migration in Thailand 
The migrant population movement to settle and to work 

in Thailand is not a new phenomenon. Since in the early period of 
Rattanakosin (Bangkok), migration of a considerable number of 
Chinese had filled up the labor shortage in rapidly growing urban 
areas of Thailand, especially Bangkok. As a consequence, the population 
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of Thailand (Siam by then) recorded as rising to 45,000 within the 
period between 1882 and 1917, and Chinese migrants population was 
estimated around 600,000 by 1898 (Pitayanon, 2001 ). 

In the wave of globalization, Thailand entered economic 
acceleration with particular focus on export-led industrial development 
and the promotion of private sector investment in the early 1970's 
which was followed by rapid expansion of labor-intensive industrial 
sectors. Large number of rural Thais migrated to urban areas to meet 
the demand of both skilled and unskilled workers (Pitayanon, 2001). 
The official deployment of foreign workers was recorded as 112, 443 
in 1986 alone in response to Thailand 's economic boom (as cited by 
Sussangkarn and Chalamwong, 1992). In response to a serious labor 
shortage in Thailand's economy in the 1990s, both skilled and unskilled 
migrant workers were legally allowed to work while a considerable number 
were illegal migrants. Until that time, there was no clear mechanism 
to handle the illegal migrants issue as Huguet (2007) mentioned in the 
citation: "No clear policy at present exists, mainly because the magnitudes 
are small and any problems associated with this group of workers have 
yet to manifest themselves" (Sussangkarn and Chalamwong, 1992). 

2. Influential factors of Burmese labor migration to Thailand 
The main push and pull factors influencing Burmese labor 

migrations to Thailand lie under the huge disparities in economic, 
political and social development which increases Burmese irregular 

migration to Thailand. 

2.1 Push factors 
In the contemporary of migration from Myanmar, there are at 

least 3.5 million individuals, approximately 7% of the country's total 
population, who are not currently at their home country (KHRG, 20 I 0). 

The migration of Burmese to Thailand is mainly related with 
economic, social and political situation in their country. Economically, 
Myanmar faces a deteriorating economy, rampant inflation rate, limited 
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employment and educational opportunities, and heavy taxations 
imposed by authorities which make lives of ordinary people unbearable 
to survive economically (ILO, 2007, p. 26). On top of that, the 
escalating commodity prices for basic necessities cause people usually 
caught up in a cycle of debt for their daily expenses and the limited 
job opportunities could not lift the people up from poverty (Awatsaya, 
Khaing, Therese & Sureeporn, 2008, p. 307). 

Rural people from ethnic groups are often reported as being 
prone to forced migration, forced relocation due to development projects 
such as building dams, gas pipe-lines, large-scale agricultural projects. 
People residing in areas where there are still ethnic oppositions to the 
regime are often found to be violated in various forms of human rights 
abuses : rape, torture, extrajudicial killings, forced labor both in military 
use and infrastructure building. Furthermore, heavy taxations imposed 
by the local officials and military authorities have compelled local 
people especially farmers to sell the crops far below the market prices 
and even to give simply to the local authorities in some cases. Armed 
conflict-related threats, landmines and military attacks against villages 
are prevalent in ethnic states (KHRG, 2009, p. 29, 32). 

International response to Burmese government's political 
oppression against opposition groups: ethnic organizations, political 
activists as well as repeated house arrest of Nobel price laureate Aung 
San Su Kyi has contributed into economic isolation of the country together 
with international pressure. Intensification of economic sanctions 
has deepened the difficulties of people in struggling for economic 
survival (ILO, 2006, p. 27). Hence, economics and politics are closely 
intertwined in Myanmar which push many people to migrate to 
foreign countries especially to Thailand not merely for a political reason 
for economic opportunity but also as a security concern in response 
to the exploitative and violent abuse which cause vast majority of 
Burmese intolerable to survive. 
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2.2 Pull factors 
The rapid growth ofThailand's economy over the past decades 

has attracted the workers from neighboring countries to enter Thailand 
in search of better employment opportunities and higher wages as it is the 
most developed country in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS). In 
2005, Thailand 's per capita GDP was the highest with US$ 8,300 while 
the GDPs of its neighboring countries were left behind with US$ 2,200 
in Cambodia, US$ 1,900 in Laos and US$ 1,700 in Myanmar.(IOM, 
2007, p. 5). With the rapid economic growth, Thai workers managed 
to attain better working positions than before that labour shortage in 
the low-skilled sectors create demand for foreign workers from less 
developed surrounding countries in the substitute positions (Chantavanich, 
Vungsiriphisal & Laodumrongchai , 2007, p. 1). 

ILO (2006) states that "Since the mid-1990, Thailand has 
actively promoted the decentralization of both foreign and domestic 
industrial investment to rural , largely non- industrialized provinces, 
and away from Bangkok and its heavily industrialized suburbs (p. 28)." 
The three zone system, set up by Thai Board of Investment (BOI), is 
to promote border economic trade with neighboring countries and the 
uneven development which accompanies such industrial concentration 
in central. On November 12, 2003 , Prime Ministers of Cambodia, 
Laos , Myanmar and Thailand signed an agreement of "Bagan 
Declaration" whose objective is to increase competitiveness and 
generate greater economic growth along the borders (MOFA (Myanmar), 
2003). 

Aiming at attracting labour-intensive industry, the government 
promoted Mae Sot as "Special Investment Promotion Zone" and plans 
have been developed with the Asian Development Bank, as part of its 
Greater Mekong Sub-region "Flagship Initiative" on the planned East
West Economic Corridor, to put in place the necessary infrastructure 
to establish a special border zone (ILO, 2006, p. 28)." As Thailand is 
becoming one of the most developed countries in the Greater Mekong 
Sub-region in recent years, offering more employment opportunities 
and higher wages than any of its neighbours and the high demand 
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of low-skilled workers for the labour-intensive industries attract the 
migrant workers especially from Myanmar due to their poverty-stricken 
situation and limited options for gainful employment at home (IOM, 
2007). 

3. Why do Burmese migrant workers become illegal? 
In fact, a lot of migrant workers attempt to seek legal status as 

no one wants the risk of constant arrest, deportation and exploitation. 
However, legal channel for labor migration in Thailand is inaccessible 
to most of the migrants. Rukumnuaykit (2009) mentioned that "many 
migrants wished to enter Thailand legally, but current institutional 
settings in both the labor sending and receiving countries made legal 
admission to Thailand difficult for most ofthem. Therefore, these workers 
become "irregular" migrants , as they enter and stay in Thailand 
illegally". Lorn (2008) also highlighted the complicate and expensive 
process of registration which enforces many Burmese workers and Thai 
employers to avoid legal registration. 

According to a research conducted in Samut Sakorn on brokers 
and labor migration from Myanmar by Sakaew and Tangprapakoon 
(2009), migrant labors who arrived to Thailand after 2004 become 
technically illegal when the Thai cabinet resolution barred them from 
applying for work permit. And 90% of migrants wished to get registered 
and looked for information regarding the labor registration. However, 
due to several constraints: language barrier, complex procedure oflabor 
registration and limited knowledge about the immigration policy and 
regularization process, migrants are often exploited in search of 
assistance from agents/brokers services. Service fees were charged 
around 3,000-8,000 baht but ended up with nothing in many cases, 
leaving the migrants in the illegal status. 

In many cases, the fundamental policy itself remains constraints 
for regularizing the migrant workers and even sustaining the irregular 
migration indirectly and increasing migrants vulnerability. 
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4. Regularization of irregular migration 

4.1 Overview of immigration policy: Registration process 
Thailand's immigration policy is based on two acts: Immigration 

Act 1979 and the Foreign Employment Act 1978. According to the 
1979 Immigration Act, an immigrant who enters the country without 
visa and /or acts in breach of the immigration law becomes illegal and is 
subject to deportation and /or penalty by other sanctions. Nevertheless, 
under the implication of Section 17, an illegal migrant worker can be 
exempted from deportation if the registration process is undertaken. 
Article has been the basis for the registrations that define Thailand's 
immigration policy. Migrants must obtain work permit and be eligible 
to work only under designated sectors while prohibiting activities such 
as general labor, farming, weaving and construction under the Foreign 
Employment Act 1978. However, Section 12 provides the authorities to 
allow migrants to work temporarily in some sectors as conditioned by 
cabinet decisions (Chantavanich et al., 2007 as cited in Muntarbhorn, 
2005). 

A key concern in the pol icy is to prevent irregular migration and 
to encourage migrants to return home upon the end of their temporary 
work permit which was clearly stated in "The Bangkok Declaration on 
Irregular Migration" from International Symposium hosted in 1999. 
(Huguet, 2007) 

Migrant workers registration began in 1992, when employers 
from nine Thai-Myanmar border provinces were allowed to register 
Burmese migrant workers during which only 706 Burmese migrants 
were registered due to the extremely high registration bail (5000-baht 
bond and registration fee of 1 000-baht) imposed on the employers. It had 
prompted negative consequences in expanding the number of irregular 
migrant workers in the following years. Hence, in 1996, Thai Ministry 
ofLabor and Social Welfare imposed another migrant labor policy with 
much lower registration fees expanding to cover Laos and Cambodian 
workers from 39 (later 43) provinces in which 239,652 out of323,123 
migrants were granted for two-year work permit. (Chantavanich et al., 
2007, p. 45) 
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Following the economic crisis in 1997, in an attempt to open 
up more jobs for local, Thai government planned to remove 300,000 
migrants each in the two consecutive years (1997- 98) by denying the 
renewal of work permits. However, due to the insufficient number 
ofThai workers to replace deportees, a new registration was in 1998 
imposed again during which 90,911 workers were granted for work permit 
(Chantavanich et al., 2007, p. 52). During the period between 1996 
and 2000, the number of registered migrants dropped from 372,000 to 
99,650 migrants or 33% per year due to rigid and inconsistent policy. 

In 2001, migrant registration was expanded to all 76 provinces 
and all industries under Thaksin Shinawatra's administration. The 
National Committee on Illegal Worker Administration (NCIWA) 
was formed by the Cabinet with the objectives to regularize irregular 
migrants: to reduce irregular migration and to allow more migrants 
legally. In 2001 alone, 568,000 migrants were registered but the 
number decreased to 350,000 in 2002 when only registered migrants 
were eligible to extend their work permit under the same employer 
(Rukumnuaykit, 2009). Thailand's Labor Protection Act, updated in 
2008, does not discriminate between Thais and foreigners in terms of 
labor rights protection and just wages. According to current Ministry 
of Labor official statistics, minimum wage in Thailand varies from 203 
baht per day in Bangkok to 104 baht per day in the rural provinces. 
Thailand has signed off on a number of international conventions and 
there are a range of laws in place which theoretically protect the rights 
of all migrants but, so many times, it does not translate into practice, 
even for those migrants who are legally registered with work permits. 
(Fox, 2009) 

The most significant migrant worker registration process took 
place in 2004, as all irregular migrants including family members of the 
migrant workers could get registered without a fee with the Ministry of 
Interior until July 2004 that there were 1,280,000 migrants registered. 
The registered migrants were eligible to reside till the end of June 2005 
but were not allowed to work nor to seek employment, and could not 
travel apart from within the area of registration. A total of 814,000 
migrants were registered for work permit which is twice the number of 
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migrant workers registered in 2001 and 2002. The registered migrants 
were covered with Health Insurance issued by the Ministry ofPhysical 
Health with a fee (ILO, 2005). 

4.2 Implementation ofMOUs 
To support the management of regularizing labor migration, 

Thailand signed MOUs with Laos (October 2002), Cambodia (May 
2003) and Myanmar (June 2003). However, the actual undertaking of 
MOUs seems to focus on regularizing the migrants registered in 2004 
by having their nationality verified before the granting of a stay and 
work permit. The scope and objectives of the MOUs are very similar 
among these three countries under which nationals of these countries 
are allowed to enter and work legally in Thailand as contract labor for 
up to two terms for a total offour years. These countries are obliged to 
process nationality verification and issue formal identification such as 
passports or other documents to irregular migrants, which also covers 
procedures for recruitment and employment of workers, protection of 
the rights of migrant workers, conditions of repatriation of workers and 
to combat illegal recruitment (Vasuprasat, 2009). 

Provisions on the rights of migrant workers in MOUs include 
the rights to temporary return to their country of origin; entitlement to 
legal protection; non-discriminatory treatment with respect to gender, 
race and religion, especially on wages and other benefits; and settlement 
of disputes based on laws and regulations in the receiving country 
(Vasuprasat, 2009). On the contrary, the implementation of rights protection 
is lenient and a lot of studies found that migrants are often found to 
be working under exploitative conditions and vulnerable to labor and 
human rights violations especially in terms of wages, working hours 
and working conditions. 
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Table 1 Comparison of Contents ofMOUs on Employment 
Cooperation between Thailand and Cambodia, Lao PDR and 
Myanmar 

Components 
Cambodia Lao PDR Myanmar 

Notes 
Countries Variations 

R eference to the Bangkok / / -
Declaration on Illega l 

Migration in 1999 

Objectives/Scope 

Employment/recruitment / / / 
procedure 

Cond itions for repatriation of / / / 
workers 

Protection of rights of workers / / / 

Prevention and combating illegal / / / 
recruitment, border-crossing and 
employment of workers 

Administrative Procedures 
and Consultative Mechanism 

Meeting of senior o ffi cials level / / / 
at least once year 

Establish procedures to integrate / - / 
irregular migrants, prior to enter 
into force of MOU 

Recruitment and placement / / / Recruitment 
of migrants requ ires prior and place-
permission of authorities in both ment have to 
countries; Revocation of work be approved 
permit by authoriti es . 

Revocation of 
work permit 
is applicable 
by authority 

Provision of information job / / / In formati on 

opportunities, qualifications, about job 

working conditions and vacancies 

wages offered by prospective in migrant 

e mployers receiving 
country 
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Components 
Cambodia Lao PDR Myanmar 

Notes 
Countries Variations 

Provision of in formation about ./ ./ ./ 
the particulars of prospective/ 
recruited migrants as to their 
age, education, work experience, 
address 

Fulfillment of specific ./ ./ ./ Cambodia & 

administrative requirements with Myanmar -

respect to: visa, work permit, Compulsory 

health insurance, taxes, contribution to 

employment contract, saving funds 

contribution to saving fund has not yet beer 

Myanmar- Employment contract enforced. 
Lao -between worker & employer 
Compulsory 
contribution 
to deportation 
funds , instead 
of saving funds 
Myanmar -
Requirement 
for employmen 
contract signed 
by workers and 
employer with 
copy submit 
authorities 

Maintaining database/ list of ./ ./ ./ Lao -

workers recm i ted to under the Deportation not 

MOU and ensure that they app licable to 
workers return to the place of origin in 
whose 

sending country upon expiration employment 
of work contract- four years contract 

terminated, not 
as a result of 
their faults. 

Source: fLO Asian Regional Programme on Governance of Labor 
Migration, 2009 
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4.3 What is significant about nationality verification? 
Under MOUs between Thailand and Myanmar, previously 

registered Burmese migrant workers are entitled to legally stay and 
work in the country for up to four years upon the verification of 
their nationality, followed by temporary passport issued by Burmese 
authorities and visa by Thailand (IOM, 201 0). While 72,098 Cambodian 
and Laos migrants had had their nationality verified by the respective 
authorities within Thailand by 2007, nationality verification (NV) with 
Burmese government could only be established in 2009 due to ethnic 
conflicts in the country of origin (Rukumnuaykit, 2009). This time, Thai 
government announced the seventh round short-term worker registration 
process as the last round and migrants who do not submit a complete 
NV paperwork by 31st March 2010 (before it was 28th February) will be 
deported. Only registered migrants with valid work permit are eligible 
to apply for NV by the extended deadline on the condition that they 
submit a consent form (whereby they agreed to submit the completed 
NV on 31 st March) by 2"d March (28th February deadline, previously). 
Migrants are also requested to apply for work permit extension by the 
extended deadline, 2"d March. 

4.4 Why was NV a controversial issue for Burmese 
migrants? 

NV is apparently required for Burmese migrants as they left 
their country without permission and entered Thailand illegally. Being 
in the illegal status, Burmese migrants are literally Jack of legal protection 
and are often prone to immediate arrest and deportation; various deprivation 
of migrants ' right protection and remain vulnerable to exploitation and 
extortion from employers, brokers and local police. By entering NV 
process, migrants' illegal status will be formalized and they will be 
granted to stay and work legally. 

Nevertheless, complicated and costly NV process which 
includes 13 steps, involving at least dealing with 3 Thai ministries, 
Burmese embassy in Bangkok and some Burmese ministries remained 
constraint to migrant workers without hiring the broker services which 
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could often charge much more legal fees along with high potential 
exploitation. Furthermore, many migrants were reluctant to enter NV 
as it seems to associate with their security risk: especially the ethnic 
mi grants who felt uncomfortable and suspected the relationship 
between NV and 2010 Burmese election when NV process required 
their biography to be sent to Burmese government and legalization 
process carried out in Myanmar across the border. (AHRC-FAT, 2010). 

The IOM (2010) updated statistics shows that a number of 
registered migrants were only 1,079,991 and out of which only 822,093 
have entered NV while 71 ,390 migrants have received legal status to 
stay and work in Thailand . Regardless of the repetitive extension, the 
number of Burmese migrants who entered NV is relatively quite low 
comparing to the estimated number of over 2 million Burmese migrant 
workers residing and working in Thailand which means that a vast majority 
of migrants who did not entered NV will be subjected to immediate 
arrest and deportation with high potential human rights violation upon 
their return. 

Table 2 Updated Statistics*: Number of Registered Migrants and 
Nationality Verification Statistics 

Number of migrants ', Nationality Verification 

Nationality Number of Number of Number of migrants who have entered 
reg istered migrants the NV process 
migrants who have Already Already rece ived 

not entered submitted NY passport/Certificate 
the NV forms or NV of lndenti ty/ 
process intention forms Temporary Passport 

Cambodia 124,902 3 1,120 93,782 70,790 

Lao PDR 111 ,039 9,454 101 ,585 58,430 

Myanmar/Burma 1,079,99 1 257,898 822,093 7 1,390 

Total 1,315,932 298,472 1,017,460 200,610 

*Table updated as of2 7 Aprz/2010, Office ofForetgn Workers 
Administration, Ministry of Labour. 

Source: Migrant Information Note, Issue# 5, !OM (2010) 
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5. Impact of restrictive approach migration policy on safety 
and security of Burmese migrants 

In Thai land's restrictive approach to irregular migration policy 
upon this last round, migrant workers registration has triggered the 
mass deportation ofBurmese migrants as a vast majority failed to enter 
the NV due to several constraints which involved security concern in 
their home country unlike any other Thailand 's neighboring countries. 
Most of them left Myanmar without permission and entered Thailand 
illegally not merely for economic survival but often as a protection 
strategy in response to their deprivation of human rights and constant 
exploitation which drives their home areas into poverty. In the recent 
report from KHRG (2010), as cited from its previous report: Abuse, 
Poverty and Migration: Investigating migrants ' motivation to leave home 
in Myanmar concluded that " most people traditionally understood as 
'economic migrants 'flee Myanmar to avoid the life-threatening poverty 
that results from persistent exploitative abuse; roughly 78% of Burmese 
workers interviewd by KHRG cited exploitative abuse as a factor 
that negatively affected their own, and their communities ' economic 
situations in Myanmar. " The similar case was found in as tudy undertaken 
by the Internationuf. Rescue Committee and Tufts University to assess 
the degree to which Burmese workers in Thailand merit international 
protection as refugees in 2006 came up with conclusion that " as many as 
fifty percent of Burmese working in Thailand merit further investigation 
as to their refugee status. " (KHRG, 2010) 

Currently, a vast majority of migrants are at risk of being 
deported and becoming more vulnerable upon their return to Myanmar. 
On the one hand, these migrants were subject to detention by the Burmese 
government in breach ofMyanmar Immigration (Emergency Provisions) 
Act of 1947 when leaving the country without valid documentation. 
As cited from Huguet and Punpuing (2005) it is interesting to note that 
Burmese migrants who are apprehended for illegal entry are usually 
released unofficially without prosecution from the Thai authorities if 
they volunteer to be deported. The deportees are taken to an unofficial 
border area crossi ng and permitted to walk across the border back to 
Myanmar (10M, 2007). 
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On the contrary, KHRG (2010) has highlighted the violent 
and exploitative abuse by the Thai authorities which include taxation, 
forced labor, beating and rape followed by the deportation of Burmese 
migrants. The report also pointed out the case of abuse and exploitation 
that many deported migrants faced at the DKBA checkpoints along the 
Moei River in the immediate area of the Thailand-Myanmar Friendship 
Bridge between Myawaddy and Mae Sot. Burmese deportees are transferred 
by Thai authorities to Myanmar through DKBA checkpoints where 
migrants face money extortion of between 1 000 to 2000 baht in order 
to get released to Myanmar or to simply return to Thailand. Those who 
could not afford are subject to forced labour in place of demanded payment. 
The report demonstrated how DKBA have earned from deportation 
procedures facilitated by the Thai authorities. Hence, in any cases either 
in the case of arrest or deportation by the Thai authorities or in the 
checkpoints of DKBA, migrant workers are prone to exploitation and 
violation following the mass deportation. 

6. Conclusion 
Burmese migrant workers in Thailand are undeniably a vulnerable 

population which is comprised of 80 percent of labor migrants who 
contribute an estimated 5-6% of Thailand 's GDP and make up around 
5% of the nation's workforce by working in Thailand's most dangerous, 
demeaning and dirtiest jobs (3D jobs). These migrant workers are often 
subject to abuses by human traffickers, unscrupulous employers, police 
and government officials due to their irregular status. 

Realizing the plight of irregular migrants' vulnerable situation, 
Mr. Abhisit expressed the objective of national migration policy by 
saying "We realize that the most effective way to protect these migrants 
is to legalize their status and bring them into the forma/labor market 
and migration is simply an expression of the .freedom and desire of each 
individual to seek better opportunities in life. " (Winn, 2009) 

Nevertheless, many studies mentioned that the registered 
migrants are also deprived of their worker rights in many cases as Thailand's 
labor laws do not really give full protection. Though entering NV could 
formalize their irregular status, many Burmese migrants were unable to 
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get access to undertake NV process due to several factors. As a result, 
those migrants would be deported to their home country from where they 
had originally left for Thailand due to intolerable economic and political 
turmoil along with the high risk of being abused at the checkpoints to 
which Thai authorities transfer them during deportation procedures. 

The UN special rapporteur Bustamante urged the Thai Government 
to reconsider its plan to deport unregistered by saying: "Mass expulsion 
will result in unprecedented human suffering and will definitely breach 
fundamental human rights obligations" and also mentioned that "Among 
the groups who may potentially be deported, there may be some who 
may be in need of international protection and should not be returned 
to the country of origin". 

The effectiveness ofThailand's restrictive border tight control 
to tackle the irregular migration is highly questionable while the cabinet 
decision to deport the vast majority of migrants who failed to apply for 
NV has increased the vulnerability of migrant workers which in tum 
adversely has got impact on the safety and security of migrants who 
are subject to deportation. In addition, throughout the period, there 
were many cases that deported migrants often return to Thailand with 
the assistance of agents and brokers during which migrants are taking 
the risk of exploitation by agents during the process of their journey 
in search of protection and economic survival strategy. Furthermore, 
Thailand's economy has still got high demanding for cheap labor 
migrants, irregular migration flow would be still challenging to tackle 
with the existing huge migrant labors supply who would anyway desire 
to migrate to Thailand. Placing the restrictive barriers between high 
demand and supply would rather create a potential lucrative market for 
agents and brokers which most Burmese migrant labors often approach 
throughout the period. Finally, the labor migration policy should aim 
to obtain maximum benefits for both migrant workers and Thailand's 
economy while ensuring the rights of migrant workers, both registered 
and unregistered (for instance, in the case of deportation procedures), 
by enforcing coherent migration pol icy which meets the need of current 
situation and dynamics of labor migration. 
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Cognitive Corpus Studies: 
A New Qualitative & Quantitative Agenda for 

Contrasting Languages 

Abstract 

Barbara Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 
University ofLodz, Poland 

This paper is an attempt to find a place for contrastive studies 
in the present-day linguistics. It focuses on some philosophical and 
linguistic assumptions of Cognitive Grammar, which are relevant to 
studying strcutural and semantic contrasts between languages. Two 
of the fundamentally important concepts discussed in the paper are 
those of equivalence and its philosophical 'anchoring point' tertium 
comparationis. The first part of the paper presents a debate on their defi 
nitions and interpretation, and a new, evolving perspective in terms of a 
cognitive corpus linguistic paradigm. Introduced here is the concept of a 
communicative shift in meaning, or reconceptualization, in terms of the 
speaker's and addressee's approximation to their universes of thought. 
What is proposed in this paper is a new look at and a research agenda for 
the concept of equivalence in contrasting languages, based on two sets 
of criteria. The first set is qualitative and mental in nature, serving as a 
crucial function for the entity ofEvent, while the second is quantitative, 
capturing distributional and frequency facts, which help to identify the 
(proto) typical and increasingly peripheral semantic construal-types in 
the contrasted languages. The discussion is exemplified with English 
and Polish corpus data of participial modification. 

Keywords: approximation, cognitive linguistics, construal, contrastive 
studies, equivalence, frequency of use, language corpora, participial 
modification, reconceptualization, tertium comparationis, translation 
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1. Introduction 
Since the 1960s, similarities and differences across languages 

have been subject to close scrutiny, first in the framework of 
transformational-generative grammar and its further developments, 
and later, with the change of the paradigm towards more cognitively
oriented studies, in terms of varieties of cognitive grammar. 

The perennial problems in linguistic comparisons since their 
early attempts have been, first, the question of a point of reference, or 
an anchoring entity, which would ensure the comparability between 
the structures juxtaposed, and, secondly, the problem of purported 
equivalence between them. 

This paper is yet another attempt to look at language contrasting 
and to provide an answer to these queries through an approach that makes 
use of the relevant concepts of Cognitive Linguistics as put forward in 
the works of George Lakoff (1987) and Ronald Langacker ( 1987, 1991 ), 
and enriched by the ideas developed by Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 
(2008, 2009). This study posits and illuminates the notion of Event 
on the one hand and the concepts of communicative and translational 
reconceptualization and approximation on the other. 

Parallel to these linguistic qualities considered the basis for 
contrastive studies, recourse to quantitative properties underlying 
linguistic structures across different systems has been considered 
indispensable if a fuller account of cross-linguistic comparison is to be 
presented. The quantitative factors comprise frequencies of occurrence 
oflanguage items and distributional facts related to them from which to 
draw conclusions about the nature and structure oflinguistic meanings. 

The reference points in contrasting languages are, therefore, both 
qualitative and quantitative in nature (cf. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 
and Dziwirek, 2009). The starting point in such studies is identified in 
the form of prototypical Event Scenarios and their conceptualizations 
as constructed by language users in a given cultural community. Such 
contrasts will be discussed here on the example of participial modifiers 
in English and, moreover, with reference to authentic language data 
from two languages, English and Polish, as used in widely referenced 
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corpora. In conclusion, an integrated research agenda for contrasting 
languages will be presented and described. 

2. Qualitative dimensions in comparing languages: 
Commensurability Criteria 

In his seminal publication Women, Fire and Dangerous Things, 
Lakoff (1987) proposes four types of what he calls Commensurability 
Criteria: 

( 1) truth-conditional criteria (classical translatability); 
(2) criteria of use; 
(3) framing criteria; and 
( 4) conceptual organization criteria. 

An attempt to decompress the criteria into smaller principles 
leads to a conclusion that the Commensurability Criteria make it possible 
to contrast languages according to particular frames of reference. The 
first criterion involves the truth-condition principle. According to this 
criterion, the language user should be able to provide systematic rules 
for computing the truth conditions of a sentence by assigning a reference 
and a truth value to elements of the sentence in L1 and state whether 
they are identical to a construction considered equivalent in L2.ln other 
words, one has to know the conditions under which the sentence in Ll 
and the sentence in L2 are true and be able to state whether they are 
identical or different. 

The criterion of use involves a distributional range oflanguage 
elements. The extent to which such lexical elements in English as to 
put down and to lie down can be considered synonymous is weakened 
when the distributional criteria are taken into consideration. The former 
refers in most cases to a physical action, while the latter is predominantly 
used in a metaphorical sense. Furthermore, the former has a higher 
frequency of occurrence in more varied contexts. A similar procedure 
and criteria are used to contrast interlingual synonymy, i.e. so-called 
equivalence. 
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The framing criterion combines the linguistic knowledge with 
the knowledge of the outside world and imposes on particular language 
units object or event schemata, which regulate a top-down perspective 
on individual meanings. The difference between the FRUIT schema 
and the VEGETABLE schema with respect to tomatoes is the case in 
point. 

And, finally, the conceptual organizational criterion regulates the 
perspective of an object within a given category. The most interesting 
cases here will be cases of polysemy, which may be differently organized 
in one language than in another, due to a distinct conceptual organization 
of the relevant senses they comprise (e.g. the polysemous nature of 
the form chest or bright in English is not necessarily present in their 
equivalents in other languages; cf. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 2007). 
Numerous instances of conceptual gaps, as, for instance, in culture
specific terms (such as Christmas pudding, whose concept is absent 
in may cultures, or annoyance, which is common in English and not 
identically conceptualized in many other systems), can exemplify this 
phenomenon. So would referential descriptions of the concepts which 
are considered Ll - L2 dictionary equivalents, such as the division of 
a 24-hour unit into the phases of day and night, and its subdivision into 
smaller parts like noon, afternoon, twighlight or dawn, which do not 
find exact correspondences in other language/culture systems. 

A theoretical possibility connected with the above criteria would 
require that the languages in question be equal in all aspects- that is, 
they would need to be totally identical, or the same language. Another 
extreme theoretical option will be the languages which would satisfy 
none of the above criteria, such as the languages of the Quineangavagai 
type, with no common platform to refer to. In reality, the language 
systems tum out to be partly "calibrated", which represents a typical 
cross-linguistic situation with what can be called equivalents not of an 
identity but rather of an approximate type. 

The approximation alluded to above (cf. Lewandowska
Tomaszczyk, 2012) has its expression not only in the content of a 
linguistic unit but is also captured by its constructional properties. 
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It is precisely the viewing arrangement of the scene, i.e. the construal 
relations, which appear to be crucial in contrasting the semantics of 
Events in one or more linguistic system. The difference between the 
semantics conveyed by a complete sentence, e.g. Peter swallowed the 
candy, and that of a corresponding nominalization, which imposes a 
more reified frame on the content- Peters swallowing of the candy- is 
a difference in one of the possible construals of a scene. Crucial to the 
notion of cross-linguistic comparison is also the concept of profiling, in 
which a profile of an expression is, to quote Langacker ( 1991, p. 551 ), 
"the entity that the expression designates, a substructure within its base 
that is obligatorily accessed, accorded special prominence, and functions 
as the focal point within the immediate scope of predication". Thus, 
profi I ing is an aspect of construal, in terms of which semantic differences 
can be accounted for in the same language or in the comparison with 
other linguistic systems. 

Yet another type of comparison involves figurative usages, i.e. 
mapping operations of one domain onto another domain, or part of a 
domain onto the whole domain, etc. Fear relations, for instance, in a 
fear-event can be accounted for in many cultures by resorting to the 
concept of force dynamics. Force dynamics ( cf. Talmy, 1988) describes 
the ways entities interact in an event where one of them is trying to 
exert power over the other using a physical (prototypically) or a mental 
force. Fear is conceptualized by assuming a scenario in which fear is 
perceived as an agonist ("doer") and the experiencer as an antagonist 
("affected"). The outcome of the force dynamics depends on the balance 
of forces: either the agonist wins and fear overcomes the experiencer, 
or the experiencer succeeds and fear is conquered ( cf. Lewandowska
Tomaszczyk, 201 0; Wilson, 201 0). And yet, even though a large number 
ofbasic metaphors are common across languages, the figurative frames 
(Source Domains) are not always identical in different cultures and 
languages. In the Indonesian kepala "front (lit. 'head')" can be used 
(e.g., as a part of car(s)) and pantat "back (lit. 'buttocks')", while in 
Slavic languages (see the Polish czolo) the concept of the forehead 
might be used in the function of the front, while in English the body 
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part back, an extension itself, will stand for the back. Nevertheless, 
the process of metaphorization will invariably be a universal human 
cognitive ability which can serve as a legitimate frame of reference in 
looking at language contrasts. 

3. Quantitative parameters in language comparison 
Apart from the qualitative dimensions discussed above, a second 

large group of parameters, quantitative linguistic criteria, consists of 
the following: 

(1) frequencies: (i) in general language, (ii) in a context-specific 
language variety; 

(2) quantitative distributional facts; 
(3) sentence length; 
( 4) type/token ratio; 
(5) lexical density (low frequency-high frequency); and 
(6) naturalness (frequency and contextual preferences). 

Frequencies in general language use are quantitative data 
usually obtained by looking at the frequency ranks in large language 
corpora. For instance, the infinitive be in English has the frequency 
of 581 ,623 occurrences in the British Corpus of English (BNC) in the 
100-million-unit data, while the corresponding French etre is found 
18,402 times in close to 14-million-unit~long French data (IntUne 
French corpus). Taken at the nom1alized values, the British data will 
give slightly over 58,000 occurrences for every 10 million units; in the 
French data, on the other hand, the infinitive will occur approximately 
13,500 times in a similar corpus of 10 million samples. In other words, 
the French infinitive is almost 4 and a halftimes less frequent than its 
English counterpart (to) be. Another question to be asked concerns the 
reasons for such a huge difference. And here we come to the qualitative 
functional and distributional analysis of the verbs in question, which 
will illuminate the relevant areas of differences. One of the reasons 
is the fact that the Future Tense in English is also formed using an 
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infinitive be (I will be here at three o'clock tomorrow), whereas the 
French equivalent employs a separate form for the Future Tense 
(Je serai ici demain a 11 heures). 

Quantitative distributional facts related to contextual factors 
can provide new insights into contrastive language studies. First of 
all , context disambiguates the senses; for example, the form cream is 
disambiguated into coffee cream andfacial cream, or the form rabbit 
activates a different image in a rabbit in the bush and rabbit in wine 
and garlic sauce. However, what matters additionally is the frequency 
values of such cases, both in one language and cross-linguistically. 

The frequency characteristics wi ll also illuminate a qualitative 
factor with respect to the examined data, namely, the degree of 
naturalness associated with individual constructions. The non-attested 
English structure ?my having painted the house a very special shade 
of yellow was hard work, juxtaposed to the semantically close but 
more probable I paintedthe house a very special shade of yellow and 
it was hard work, tells us nothing about the usage-based parameter of 
either form. More revealing in this case is the concept of naturalness, 
understood as a system of the speaker's/writer's preferences of the use of 
a language unit, which is expressed via the frequency of its occurrence 
in a well-defi ned context (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 2001 , p. 178; 
Dziwirek & Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 2010, p. 128). A more natural 
unit/structure then wi ll be the one used more frequently in a given 
context, i.e. the and-conjoined construction in the above example. 

The research task involving a cross-linguistic comparison is thus 
built around identifying a sim ilarity as a dynamic notion, represented 
as a cline exhibiting a gradual increase in diversification. The degree of 
equivalence between L1 and L2 structures can thus be measured in terms 
of the reference categories mentioned above such as the typology of the 
category of naturalness, as well as categorization levels, prototypicality, 
image-schemata and their extensions, profiling and construal relations 
of various types. 

What expresses an asymmetry between languages is a 
displacement of senses (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 1987) . The 
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displacement of senses originates from the presence of ref erential, 
conceptual or lexical gaps in one language and accounts for the semantic/ 
syntactic mismatches, such as the absence of the superordinate category 
GO in the case of the Polish verbs of movement and the syntactic 
structures it introduces, or the absence of a lexicalised distinction 
between "striking with a foot" and "striking with a fist" in French, 
compared with the forms kick and punch in English, as illustrated below. 

Eng. kick Fr. donner un coup de pied 'strike with a foot ' 

Eng. strike { Fr. donner un coup 

Eng. punch Fr. donner un coup de poing 'strike with a fist ' 

The approach to contrastive analysis advocated in this study 
is usage-based. Each verbal event can be described by means of a 
conventionalized set of schemata (i.e. a set of common properties 
abstracted from a number of such events), characteristic of this particular 
act (cf. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 1987). Meanings of individual 
lex ical items involve various types of (lexical and/or technical) 
instructions of discourse incrementa/ion (cf. Seuren, 1985), which 
direct the items to their positions in discourse or outside the discourse 
domain. 

Looking at an individual lexical item from the perspective of 
a system, one can identify its meaning in terms of its multidimensional 
networks of meanings, which reflect its distributional characteristics and 
position in the system, e.g. synonymy and oppositeness, or polysemic 
links. From the usage perspective, some of these dimensions are more 
salient than others. Discourse is an active factor in meaning construction. 
It can reinforce some and weaken other dimensions. By employing such 
contrasts, what is obtained in context is a higher monosemy of the sign. 
The multidimensional entities, which express linguistic meanings, are 
only partially equivalent in different languages. They uniquely activate 
further dimensions, not necessarily overlapping in different linguistic 
systems, e.g. the polysemy of the English chair, ranging from "a piece 
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of furniture/a seat"; "an official position"; "a person holding such a 
position"; to "professorship", as opposed its counterparts in many 
languages, in which chair (e.g. Pol. krzesio) refers predominantly to 
"a piece of furniture/a seat". 

Language units, words, phrases, and sentences repeatedly used 
in discourses are eventually abstracted from their use and considered 
conventional constructions ( cf. Langacker, 1988). The framework I have 
been employing in my work is both cognition- and construction-based 
in this sense. All the data come from authentic language use, corpus 
materials in both languages. The interpretation is cognitive as it assumes 
conceptualization principles, which underlie linguistic activities, and 
interactional to the extent that meanings in languages, immersed in 
large knowledge and culture frames, together with discourse context, 
can be overlapping, but never identical. 

Different degrees of contrastive correspondences in the 
languages also represent what can be conjectured to be "approximations", 
as I call them (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk in press), or in some acute 
cases "mismatches" ( cf. Dziwirek & Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 
201 0). They signal not only the differences in cultural and discursive 
contextualization in the systems contrasted, but also express and 
symbolize the language-specific senses and individual variation. 

4. Universal Tertia Comparationis 
The search for the properties which would anchor down a 

cross-linguistic comparison is curbed by the fact that there is less to 
be found in the world languages that could be considered substantially 
identical. Rather, what is observed is a contrastive skeleton, or frame, 
in which certain properties are a constant. What can be predominantly 
identified are cognitive tertia on the one hand and universal procedural 
and structural universals of different types on the other. 

4.1 Cognitive tertia 
Cognitive Tertia Comparationis in comparing languages cover 

a number ofhuman cognitive abilities and involve analogy, abstraction, 
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metaphorization, as well as combinatorial powers, expressed in terms of 
Chomsky's recursion properties ( cf. Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002). 

The basic cognitive parameter subsumed under the human 
capacity of analogy and abstraction belongs to the ability of categorizing 
objects and phenomena and its main attributes, such as the representation 
in terms of basic image schemas, schematic category structures, 
comprising prototypical and peripheral category members, combined 
into larger Idealised Cognitive Models, culturally and contextually 
bound (Lakoff, 1987). The criteria! feature of these structures is 
their partial compositionality and the presence of on-line meaning 
building mechanisms in terms of emerging structures (Lewandowska
Tomaszczyk, 201 0). 

I propose that the universal processes in cross-linguistic tasks 
such as cross linguistic comparison, transcultural communication, or 
translation, are comprised of two inseparable elements. Firstly, they 
involve reconceptualization of the incoming material, which invariably 
leads to the second element, conceptual approximation of the output 
material. These elements function both with respect to the outside world, 
as no representation, be it linguistic or non-linguistic, would cover all 
parameters and details of the reality, and with reference toLl in relation 
to L2 (where L designates any language or linguistic variety used by 
Speaker 1 to communicate with Speaker 2, and in reply, Speaker 2 
addresses Speaker 1 ). In other words, no linguistic or any other semiotic 
representation will be the only full mirror of the outside world. A 
linguistic structure is an outcome of a number of cognitive operations 
starting with the parameters of construal, focusing, perspectivizing, etc. 
( cf. Langacker 1987, 1991 ). 

Cultural impact, where culture is understood as conventional 
(i.e. shared) imagery and practices, cannot be ignored (cf. 
Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk & Wilson, 2011). Neither can we ignore 
linguistic typological frames of reference, which give rise to language
specific constructional and semantic frames with a range of distinct 
analysability criteria and construal principles, including degrees of 
prominence of a scene, action parameters, figure/ground relations, 
degrees of schematicity ( cf. the coarse- vs. fine-grained picture), scope 
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of predication, and force-dynamic relations. Typologically distinct 
linguistic construal types are an outcome of a comparison of two or 
more linguistic systems. 

Last but not least in the present inventory are pragmatic and 
interactional effects, both of which are part of contrastive discourse 
analysis, whose outcomes complete the picture of a cross-linguistic 
analysis of two or more systems. 

4.2 Reconceptualization cycles, approximation and 
tolerance spaces 

Communication involves a number of cy cles of 
reconceptualization of an original message (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 
201 0). These reconceptualization cycles lead the communicator to set up 
an approximative potrayal of a compared scene within a certain tolerance 
space. Such a linguistic phenomenon as polysemy, as well as what I 
generally refer to as a cubist portrayal of the outside world in language, 
supports the claim that meanings must be networked within a certain 
tolerance space. In communication, in translation, and in contrasting 
languages, tolerance spaces are dynamically construed up to a (context
specific) tolerance threshold, beyond which a miscommunication 
or a communicative boycott occurs in actual communication and in 
contrastive studies, and beyond which no cross-linguistic similarity 
or resemblance can be posited. As also proposed by Peter Gardenfors 
(2004), semantic representation of a concept within a given conceptual 
space- which may be understood, as a set of quality dimensions, or 
separable, as in shape, or integral, as in colour and shape-is curbed by 
a set of certain constraints on sense divergence, that is, their tolerance 
thresholds which represent the boundaries in communicative interactions 
and which are limited by the intra- or inter-systemic variety of particular 
linguistic signs used in communication. The tolerance measures imply 
resemblance, which is either conventional culture- and context-specific, 
or else unique to a given speaker. 
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5. Event 
What I want to propose in this paper is that one of the few 

substantive tertia comparationis in cross-linguistic comparisons be 
posited in terms of the mental entity of EVENT The first question to 
be asked, namely whether events constitute a coherent metaphysical 
category (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 2011 ), cannot be unambiguously 
answered. However, a number of dispositions, which can be considered 
regulative for the ontological category of events ( cf. Zacks et al., 
2001 ), can still be identified . They include perceptual criteria for 
infants' perception, discrimination and counting of events, action-based 
observations in animates' planning and executing of actions in contexts, 
linguistic factors related to the devices dedicated to describing events, as 
well as the mental layer- as thinking about many aspects of the world, 
its properties and actants in terms of places, time, causes, consequences, 
etc. requires framing in the form of an event structure. 

Classification of events into different types can be considered 
a structural skeleton of cross-linguistic descriptions. Vendler's first 
typology (1957) into activities (defined as a homogenous event with 
no natura/finishing), accomplishments (defined as a non- homogenous 
event with a culmination), achievements (defined as a culminating 
event), and states (defined as a homogenous event which may extend 
over time) is only the beginning of a debate on this issue. Von Wright 
( 1965) considered it necessary for an event to have a begin-point and 
end-point, and everything that happens between a negative value of 
a unit [ -<p] and its positive counterpart [ <p] with a transition operator 
underlying the logic of change. Donald Davidson, particularly in his 
seminal work on action and events (1960), proposed obligatory criteria 
of spatiotemporal unity and causality for events in terms of his linguistic 
semantics of action. Davidson's approach has reigned supreme for 
many decades now and has given rise to a number of subtle typologies 
of events. A more holistic picture can treat event as subsumed in terms 
of chains of subevents, which start from a Stative phase > change into 
Inchoative > Processual > Terminative > and transform into Stative 
again. In other words, it represents a Change of phases, where either the 
whole event or any of the fragments can be conceptualized in different 
language systems and by communities of language users. 
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5.1 Conceptualization of events 
Events understood as phenomena that happen can be 

prototypically conceptualized as one unfolding and gradual entity 
having its beginning and ending. More heterogeneous events can be 
perceived as a gradual durative sequence of sub-events. However, an 
important question whether sequential subevents, for instance, in Kalam, 
a language of the highlands of the Papua New Guinea, or Thai serial 
verbs, for that matter, constitute separate conceptual entities subsumed as 
one meta-event or the series of subcomponents or else are only structural 
and have no impact on the holistic or elemental perception of an event 
in question, is still not resolved and requires further research (Giv6n, 
1990; Pawley, 2011). There are, however, other conceptualization 
frames possible for events as well. Events can be conceived as things, 
and hence can be reified to different degrees and eventually perceived 
also as an attribute in different phases of inception, duration, completion 
or iteration (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 2011 ). 

Events can thus be perceived similarly to objects; they are 
patronymic- having their parts- but, unlike objects, they have a 
temporal dimension. Even when forced into object frames (as gerunds 
are in English), they can retain their aspectual properties. They can 
also be attributivized to a different extent (as participial modification 
in English) with the degree of their adjective-like properties more or 
less transparent. In English, the attributive, stative properties of(verbal) 
participial senses are marked with their fully adjectival prenominal 
position, or, when used postnominally, as a more occasional property, 
participial modifiers frequently indicate contemporality with the time 
of an utterance. Languages differ in the ways of conceptualizing events 
and ways in which they segment the world of events into smaller units as 
well as in the accessibility of the morphological and syntactic resources 
to signal these cognitive operations. 
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6. Prototypical events & asymmetric events 
A prototypical event is usually an action performed by an agent. 

The question of whether intransitive events with no objects present or 
transitive ones are more prototypical remains to be seen. Langacker 
(1991) opts for the prototypicality of an action in which an agent is 
using some force to act on an object, i.e. clearly a transitive action with a 
display of a full causality scenario, which is for some the gist of an event 
characterization. However, if accessibility of different structure types 
in language evolution could be considered part of the prototypicality 
criteria, it is intransitive, no-direct object addressed action such as 
movements that can rather be considered to be the primary, evolutionally 
basic frame of reference, at least in some language evolutionary models 
(e.g. Provogac, 2010) 1• 

A Transitive Action Event is an event which portrays a 
transmission of force , or energy, among the event participants ( cf. 
Talmy, 1985; Langacker, 1991) and involves a temporal dimension 
then. The same event can be perceived as a series of subevents, 
frequently involving a more homogeneous sequence, such as I read 
a book. Processes, however, represent a less prototypical type (e.g. 
withering}-they lack bounding of different sorts, even though they can 
also lead to a change of state, similarly to temporally bounded events 
as in the verb break. An interesting point is that, both before and after 
the bounding, what can be presupposed is the presence of states, which 
can curb a process and transform it into an event. Events then bear in 
themselves a potential for any type of activity, action, or eventuality, 
as some refer to them, not necessarily a prototypical form of transitive 
or intransitive action chain. Taken from this perspective, States can 
be considered contextual frames of events while Accomplishements 
and Achievements refer to the final phase of events Properties which 
can be designated in an event structure can be referred primarily to a 
type of event as well as to its part profiled in the linguistic unit, which 
expresses a given phase. Furthermore, the type of an action involved as 

1 Compare: "Transitive clauses involve additional layers of structure, and 
can be hypothesized to have been a later evolutionary innovation" (p. 238). 
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well as its temporal frame, expressed cross-linguistically by a variety 
of markers, are the criteria! factors in the analysis. As English does not 
have the grammatical tools to mark all the phases (e.g. inchoative), so 
the schema below only illustrates approximate structures in English. 

Stative phase 

Change 
Change of state (punctual) break 

Gradual 

Frequencies: 

Homogenous (grow) 
Heterogenous (eat) 

Single acts [bounded] He kicked the ball 
Frequentative [bounded] Tom used to visit us 
Durative [unbounded] He is reading 

Construal types: 
Sequential scanning Olivia is walking to the garden 
Summary scanning 

Event phases: 

Substantive (nominal, gerund) her walk, 
her walking 
Attributive (adjectival) reading students 
Attributized gerund a walking stick 

Inchoative (inceptive) phase launch, going 
pale 
Durative phase Mark is riding his bike 
Terminative phase (telic or atelic) 
Jeremy pushed the door open; Peter read an 
email 
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6.1 Symmetry and asymmetry in perception and 

expression 
Events, in perception and linguistic expression, can be treated as 

symmetrical entities, when two or more events or their parts are perceived 
as two or more parallel units or appear in a sequential order (symmetric 
events). Alternatively, they can be perceived and linguistically expressed 
as what I call asymmetric events (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 2008). 
Asymmetric events can be considered a substantial universal and cover 
the material referring to two or more events of unequal statuses in an 
utterance, for example, the forms used in sentential complementation 
and nominalization, in relative, adverbial, and modifying constructions, 
or, in some languages, in semantic asymmetries in what looks like fully 
balanced coordinate constructions. The idea behind the asymmetry 
is that in different world languages, such system differences occur 
between fully elaborated events and those which are desententialized 
and lose or lack their assertive force (Cristofaro, 2008). Languages of 
the world display different construals of the asymmetry and involve 
various morpho-syntactic means to express it even though the concept 
of asymmetry seems to be present in all of them. 

The asymmetries, then, can involve a perceptual (and linguistic) 
transformation of a sequential (process or action) into a construct reified 
to different degrees, i.e. a thing, which can be then perspectivized 
as an attribute of varying degrees of strength expressed in terms of 
participial and adjectival constructions, as in the majority ofEuropean 
languages. However, some Asian languages, such as Chinese, have no 
participles or participle-like constructions in their systems. But even 
in such languages some other (lexical or contextual) markers are used 
to substantiate asymmetry functions. It is usually adverbial phrases 
added or contextualizing information that can generate an interpretation 
similar to the English participial constructions*. The aspectual system in 
Thai, on the other hand, is quite complex- the durative and progressive 
aspects involve two aspect markers, which can co-occur in some 
contexts and are not used in some others. For some phrases which would 
involve postnominal modification in English, such as a man drinking, 
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the structure used in Thai is that of a noun followed by a relative clause 
with the aspect marker kamlm;. However, for the English lexicalized 
passive participle drunk, as in a drunk man, Thai either uses a different 
lexical form maw or, if the word for drink, i.e. , duhnm is employed, 
followed by the completive aspect marker, lec:w, which can function 
as an equivalent of the English already. The phrase duhum lec:w then 
means literally has already drunk, and not be drunk as in English** . On 
the other hand, a comparison between English and Polish, one of the 
Slavic languages in Central/Eastern Europe, with reference to similar 
asymmetries characterized by a different construal, will be presented 
in the section to follow. 

The grounding of asymmetry markers understood as categorizing 
temporal, spatial, etc. dimensions can be either weak, as in the English 
verbal noun (proposal, construal) or more transparent or stronger, as in 
the English gerund John s having submitted his thesis too late, in which 
the perfective completion of the act is syntactically marked. When put 
in a finite sentence e.g. John s having submitted his thesis too late is 
a problem the desententialized construction displays its asymmetric 
status, vis-a-vis the fully finite sentential part is a problem. 

7. A sample of English and Polish contrasts 
Our short analysis of the similarities and contrasts between 

English and Polish will be exemplified by reference to present 
participles, gerunds and participial modifiers. The English samples are 
been acquired from the 100-million-word British National Corpus and 
a smaller 15-million Longman and Microconcord Sampler for English. 
The Polish samples are obtained from the National Corpus of Polish 
(www.nkjp.pl), which covers over one and a half billion segments at 
present, and from two smaller (10-million and 20-million) PELCRA 
corpora. In other works on English-Polish contrasts (Lewandowska
Tomaszczyk in press), I also resort to bilingual parallel (translation) 
corpora as another important source of cross-linguistic data. 
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7.1 Present participle 
The ambiguous sentence ( 1) in English has to be 

disambiguated in Polish as (la), while the English (1 b) would require 
the change of the modifier position from the prenominal to postnominal 
one in Polish. 

(1) A boy looked at a girl reading a book 

[noun complement present participle 

(present participial clause)] [a. I-I, b.J-Mary] 

(2) 

(a) Chlopiec spojrzal na dziewczyn~ czytaj~c 

boy looked at girl reading 

[ adv, coreferential with main subject] ksictzk~ - adverbial 

participle 

(b) Chlopiec spojrzal na ?czytaj~q dziewczyn~ ksi~zk~ 

boy looked at reading girl book 

/dziewczyn~ czytaj~c~ ksictzk~ 

girl reading book 

[adj Ace Sg], non-coreferential with main subject] 

attributive participle 

Co-temporal prenominal modification in the form of a 
participial/attributive (or some cases gerundive) construct in English 
(3) has a symmetric parallel in Polish (4). However, if an object of the 
construct is used as in (5) the sentence will be ungrammatical in English 
but remains grammatical in Polish (6). The construal of the English 
and Polish events in (3) and (4) is more attributive than in (5) and (6), 
with a more sequential verbal scanning profile, not used in English but 
a regular formation in Polish. 
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(3) This was a frightening scream 

(4) To byl przerazaj<lCY krzyk (more attibutive/property) 

(5) This was a frightening * us all scream 

(6) To byl przerazaj<lCY nas wszystkich krzyk (more verbal/ 

sequential) 

Presented below are the frequency data of a number of 
conceptual profiles of the English modifYing form drinking identified 
in the English samplers. 

(7) drinking Conceptual Profiles2 

[ 15million units/569 occurrences/161 occurrences in modifYing 
functions] 

(i) Pre-modification (69) 
(a) Non-co-temporal/summary/attributive/habitual (6): 

He isn't a drinking man 
Indeed their condemnations of drinking mothers 
are particularly sharp 

(b) Summary/reification/stative (63) 
The size of a drinking straw 
I shrug my shoulder and walk to the drinking 
fountain 

(ii) Postmodification (91) 
(a) Co-temporal, processual [single] (61) 

Jeweled women, drinking Turkish coffee 
(b) Non-co-temporal (generalized), processual/ 

repetitive/bounded (22) 
Only sitting up at night and forever drinking 

(c) Unbounded (2) /repetitive construction 
when I used to be drinking good ale. 

(d) Modified attribute (6) 

heavily drinking 

2 Numbers given in parantheses indicate the frequency of occurrence of the 
form in the Engli sh or Polish corpus samplers. 
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(iii) Causative (3) 

(a) Cognates 
pit-dirt, dinnerless, some mile away from home, across 

the darkness, drinking himself drunk Paul stood in the doorway. 
(b) metaphoric into 
is the unfaithful, deceitful {friend} who leads Leonardo 

astray into drinking, gambling and having romantic affairs. 

With the use of the WordSmith Tools, patterns involving the 
form drinking can be generated from the English sampler concordances 
(8) as well as relevant clusters (9), which indicate the most frequent 
objects of drinking in the Engli sh corpus texts in the descending order: 
water, coffee, beer, tea, wine, champagne, whisky, as well as co-temporal 
activities performed such as eating and smoking. 

(8) Patterns of drinking 
N L2 L1 CentreR1 R2 
1 AND DRINKING AND 
2 EATING BEEN 
3 HE WAS A 
4 OFOF IN 
5 HAD THE IT 
6 AND FOR WATER 
7 I WERE WITH 
8 TOIS HE 
9 ss FROM 
10 AHIS TEA 
11 YOU COFFEE OUT 
12 WE WITH I BEER 
13 IN A TEA 
14 THEY HEAVY so 
15 WAS STOP HIS WINE 
16 SMOKING OUT BUT 
17 HIS IN SMOKING 
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18 HIM SAT CHAMPAGNE 
19 BY WITHOUT WHISKY 
20 SHE FROM WINE 

(9) Clusters drinking 

N Cluster Freq. Length 
1 EATING AND DRINKING 21 3 
2 HAD BEEN DRINKING 13 3 
3 HE WAS DRINKING 12 3 
4 DRINKING IN THE 10 3 
5 HE S DRINKING 8 3 
6 HE HAD BEEN 6 3 
7 THE DRINKING OF 6 3 
8 WE WERE DRINKING 6 3 
9 OF EATING AND 5 3 
10 OF HIS DRINKING 3 3 
11 SHE WAS DRINKING 5 3 
12 OF DRINKING AND 5 3 
13 DRINKING FROM THE 5 3 
14 DRINKING TOO MUCH 5 3 
15 DRINKING AND SMOKING 5 3 
16 IVEBEEN 5 3 
17 AND DRINKsiNG AND 5 3 

For contrastive purposes, the data on the passive participles are 
also presented. The passive participle drunk has two basic grammatical 
functions. Firstly, it is used as a part of the Perfect aspect of the verb 
(he has drunk three glasses of beer) and secondly, it is part of the more 
lexicalized passive construction in the sense of excessive drinking. The 
table below ( 1 0) presents the drunk clusters, where the more lexicalized 
sense is clearly prevailing. This observation seems confirmed in the data 
in table (9), where the clusters of the form drinking show a more frequent 
(lexicalized) gerundive variant than the corresponding participial form. 
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(1 0) Drunk Clusters 
N Cluster Freq. Length 
1 HE WAS DRUNK 22 3 
2 TOO DRUNK TO 16 3 
3 HE HAD DRUNK 11 3 
4 DRUNK IN THE 11 3 
5 TO BE DRUNK 11 3 
6 I WAS DRUNK 10 3 
7 GOT DRUNK AND 10 3 
8 A LITTLE DRUNK 8 3 
9 TOGETDRUNK 8 3 
10 DRUNKANDI 7 3 
11 WAS DRUNK AND 7 3 
12 YOUREDRUNK 7 3 
13 DRUNK TO REMEMBER 6 3 
14 ARE YOU DRUNK 6 3 
15 ASDRUNKAS 6 3 
16 WHEN HE WAS 6 3 

The patterns generated from the concordances can give the 
researcher additional information, concerning the (direct) objects 
used with the Verb drink in English and the corresponding pic in 
Polish ( 11 ). The contrastive task is to compare (11) with a similar 
table of patterns generated for English (8). 

(11) pic patterns in Polish [translated into English are content 
words] 

N L2 Ll Centre Rl R2 
1 NIE JESC PIC I I 'eat' 
2 z NIE SIJ; 
4 SIF,: JESC ALKOHOL 'eat' /'alcohol' 
5 z ZACZJ\L WODKJ; 'begin'/ 'vodka' 
6 z DO TO 
8 BY WOLNO PIWOPALI 'beer'/'smoke' 
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9 CZY MAM ALKOHOLU 'alcohol' 
10 JA BF;DZIEMY z GDY 
11 ZEBY BY w ALE 
12 WOLNO MU NA TYLKO 
13 PO MU JU A ZACZJ\LEM 'begin' 
14 MOGF; POCZ WINOJESC 'wine' 
15 TRZEBA BF;DZIE WODF; 'water' 
16 CHCIALO CO WODY [ ... ] 'water' 

19 PRZESTAC KREW 'blood' 

The frequencies of the Polish present participial pijqc * types 
(12) are different from those in the corresponding data in English, as 
presented in (8). Polish as an inflectional language allows a more flexible 
word order of sentence units than English does, so Polish grammar 
identifies constructions in (12i) and (12ii) as equally acceptable, 
although the left-branching of modification turns out to be less frequent, 
most probably for language processing reasons . The result is that the 
Polish frequencies ofprenominal and postnominal modification are not 
the same (values given in brackets): 

(12) pijqc Polish construction patters 
Source NKJP 
(i) Prenominalpijqc* NP [4] 
pijqce gromady 'drinking groups ' 
Nalogowo pijqce wyrostki 'compulsively 
drinking teenagers ' 
(ii) Postnominal NP.pijqc* Obj NP [75] 
Osoby pijqce alkohol 'persons drinking alcohol ' 
Osoby nadmiernie pijqce 'persons drinking 
excessively' 
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7.2 EVENT 
Event phases constitute yet another case where an event in 

a language-specific construal and its profiling play an important role. 
For instance, in English the action of opening can capture the fo llow ing 
phases of opening: 

(13) 
(i) Cordelia was opening the room slowly. She opened 
the door and went in. 
(ii) Cordelia rummaged in the fridge and brought out an 
opened package of store doughnuts. 
(iii) She looked through an open window of the building 

The Event Structure presented in ( 13) involves the act (process) 
of opening and its terminative phase in (i), the resultative phase with the 
negative presupposition in (ii) and the final state in (iii). The frequencies 
of the particular uses are as fo llows: 

(14) 

EVENT of opening [literal and metaphorical] 
BNC -100 min 
Y closed [initial state] // X is opening Y [Y opening; 
opening Y] - > 
X opened Y [event] -> [28,562] 
Y is opened [terminative phase] -> 
Y opened [90, (Mod)]a opened Y [ 120, (Mod)] [terminative 
attribute]-> 
open Y [final state]- (10,822], (NP. open [1,700] , open 
NP. [1,900]) 

The terminative phase can also be marked in a causative 
construction such as he ripped his collar open. 
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Examples of particular sentential postitions are given below: 

(15) 

magazine 

opened 
(i) Postnominal 
New lines opened and re-opened 
The museum, opened 20 years ago 
(ii) Prenominal 
A newly opened sex-shop 
The opened flowers 
Three opened letters in her hand open 
(iii) Postnominal 
The choices open to everybody 
(iv) Prenominal 
Open account/admiration/air// open door/drawer/ 

The Polish data are exemplified in the following constructions: 

(16) 
Podobne otwierane szajki lit. 'similar openable/being 

opened cupboards' (Mod) Prt (Mod) N 
Szlabany otwierane kartq 'bars opened with a card' 

NPrtMod 
Otworzone gwaltownie drzwi 'a violently opened door' 

PrtMod N 
Drzwi otworzone zamaszyscie 'door opened vigorously' 

NPrtMod 
Otwarte linie kredytowe 'opened/open credit lines ' Prt 

NMod/ModN 
Jej otwarte, jakby niewidzctce oczy 'her open, as if 

blind, eyes' Prt Mod N 
Notatki otwarte na niewlasciwej stronie ' notes opened 

on a wrong page' NPrt Mod 
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Tzw. pytania otwarte ' so-called open questions ' NPrt 
[generic] 

otwarty atak ' open attack'; otwarte a uta 'open 
(convertible) cars' /paleniska ' open fire' PrtN [lexicalization] 
[attribute/state] 

otwarte okna i drzwi Prt N [attribute/state] ' opened/ 
open windows and doors' 

When contrasted with the English ( 15), the Polish data (16) 
uncover the following patterns of the opening action phases: 

(17) 
Pol. (i) otwierane - (ia) otwierajqce si~- (ii) otworzone- (iii) 

otwarte 
Polish presents three past participial forms (i), (ii), (iii) and one 

present participial form (ia) as in (17) above: 
(i) otwierane lit. ' being opened' conveys a sequential, 

processual onceptualization [not present in English in attributive 
position]; Patient reading (ia) present participial form (otwierajqce 
s i~ - Medio-Passive, otwierajqce - Agentive reading); 

(ii) otworzone lit. ' having been opened'- sequential, 
terminative; and 

(iii) otwarte-a 'opened, open'designates a state (change) 
with the final state profiled. 

Ambiguity exists between (1) the participial sense {drzwi 
zostaly otwarte przez Tomka 'the door was opened by Tom'} and (2) 
the adjectival sense { drzwi sq otwarte ' the door is open'}. 

Sense (1) presents a (participial, dynamic) profile with the 
terminative phase of the state change designated, whereas sense (2) 
profiles a stative, adjectival phase i.e., the final state alone. 

The base Verbal form otwierac contains all the successive phases 
of the process [including the intitial negative state - p of the beginning of 
an action]; it can also denote an iterative (repetitive) action of opening. 
The base Verbal form otworzyc profiles the perfective action of opening 
with the terminative phase of opening in focus. 
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The Event Structure frequencies in Polish are as follows: 

(18) 
EVENT [literal & metaphorical] 
NKJP300 min 
Y zamkni~te 'closed' [state] // 

X otwiera Y 'X is opening Y' [6,065]*- Y otwierane Z ' Y is 
being opened with Z' [202] [event procesual] a otwierane Y lit. 'being 
opened Y'[ 1 00] 

Y [jest] otworzone 'Y opened'[ terminative phase, frequently 
postmodifier] [68] -> otworzone (modifier) Y [terminative attribute] 
'opened Y'-> [33] 

Y otwarte ' Y open' [4,700] I otwarte Y 'open Y' [4,200]] [final 

state] 

As the consulted National Corpus of Polish (NKJP) is three 
times as big as the BNC, for the sake of a comparison the frequencies 
acquired for the Polish data should be normalized and divided into 3. The 
frequency of otwarl/l*,otworzyl/1* as identified in the NKJP is 14,771 , 
which, when normalized to 100 million, gives ca 4,900 occurrences. 
Compared to the English opened with 28,502 occurrences in BNC, the 
frequency in English is over 5 times higher than in Polish. A language 
typological profile shows that the modifiers are more frequent and 
metaphoric extensions more numerous in English than in Polish. 

7.3 Acceptability of prenominal past participle modifiers 

While the Past (Passive) Participial modifier is acceptable in the 
prenominal position in Polish, in English the situation is more complex: 

(19) 
Oddaj zrobiony produkt lit. 'Return the made product' 

'Return the product you (or somebody else) made '. 

The Polish NKJP corpus of 300 million units generates 400 
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Modifiers zrobion* 'made' , 50 in the postnominal position and 21 in 
the prenominal position. Here too the reason for the preference of the 
postnominal rather than the left-branching prenominal position may 
involve processing rather than syntactic considerations, as Polish is a 
relatively free-word-order language. 

A range of acceptable, semi-acceptable and acceptable structures 
in English, involving the attributive, past participle nominal modification 
position, cover the following cases: 

(20) 
? an eaten soup 
? a drunk beer 
?a seen accident 
? a heard song 
? a made/done product 

versus 

and 

a half-made/partly made product (moth-eaten fur coat, 
half-drunk beer, etc.) 
a well-done job 
hot-spiced dish 

a broken arm 
a written statement 

The prenominalization in English can be attributed to the 
status of (semantic) perfectivity of a given action, its completeness 
and boundedness. Therefore, the change of state verbs and verbs with 
additional perfectivising modification will be used as (attributive) 
prenominal participial modifiers. The reasons for this state of affairs 
are related to the perfectivity status of the verb and a corresponding 
participle. The perfective aspect is either semantically inherent in the 
verbs, as in the change of state verbs (break), or there is an imposed 
bounding, duration and permanence (half-eaten sandwich). Verbs such 
as see and eat are semantically imperfective (unmarked) verbs [non-
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itelic] in English, which do not lend themselves to attributivisation. 
In the narrowly defined cases (well-done, half-eaten, moth-eaten), the 
perfectivity parameter, imposing mental bounding & possibly telos), 
is (more) clearly linguistically signalled. 

The boundary acts similarly to the state change, which, in 
English, enables participles to be adjectivized in the pre-nominal 
position. 

8. Language profiles and a research agenda for Contrastive Studies 
On the basis of the exemplified qualitative and quantitative 

analyses presented above in this paper, individual structural-semantic 
language profiles can be constructed, which act as frames of reference
tertia comparationis- in contrastive linguistics. What the contrastive 
criteria involve is, therefore, both qualitative and quantitative in nature. 
Based on the Event structure, the qualitative criteria will acquire 
a more specific type from among a set of semantic and structural 
properties of different kinds. The quantitative criteria will foreground 
frequencies of items, patterns and clusters, as well as their collocational 
and distributional combinatorics. Taking as the point of departure the 
structural, procedural , and substantive tertia comparationis, together 
with the respective quantitative values, a contrastive profile oflanguages 
and language variety comparison can be constructed in cross-linguistic 
research. 

The new research agenda for Contrastive Studies will thus 
invariably involve two levels of parameters, qualitative and quantitative, 
which will result in a systematic procedure to contrast the languages. It 
also makes it possible to carry out systematic intralinguistic research 
within one language3. The procedure considers the reconceptualization 
and approximation alignment between the systems, and eventually 
leads to a clearer identification of typological cross-linguistic and 
intra-systemic similarities and differences with far-reaching implications 
for translation studies and foreign-language education. 

3 e.g. contrasting reference corpus data with the internet Computer
Mediated Communication (CMC) as in the COST Action IS 0906 we are 
involved in on Transforming Audiences, Transforming Societies. 
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Local Health Communication1 

Duangporn Kamnoonwatana2 

Sunida Siwapathomchai and Niyanan Sampao-ngern 

Abstract 
The Research and Development Project on Local Health 

Communication relates to lifestyle and has special characteristics when 
it is considered with regard to location. The objectives of this project 
were to identifY and study persons interested in becoming Healthcare 
Communicators (HCCs) in order to enhance working efficiency in 
health communication, as well as to study the operational guidelines on 
local health communication under the principle ofParticipatory Action 
Research. The research was undertaken in Phrae and Kanchanaburi 
provmces. 

The HCCs studied (54 from Phrae and 46 from Kanchanaburi) 
were from the mass media, health agencies, educational institutions, 
and the health community. As part of the process of cooperation for the 
HCCs, activities were created to enhance potentiality (five activities for 
each province). The most popular activities were aimed at enhancing 
speaking through sound media training and public speaking. This 
research shows that the guidelines for operation in local health communication 
fall into the two categories of HCCs and support mechanisms. HCCs 
should play a cooperative role by encouraging, watching, preventing 
and solving the health problems of people in local areas. Moreover, 
they should be a center for health infonnation, which is accessible to 
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Promotion Foundation. Received the 2010 Research Award from the 
National Research Council of Thailand. Presented at the first 
International Forum on Media and Information Literacy, Fez, 
Kingdom ofMorocco, June 15-17,2011. 
2 Associate Professor, Research Institute for Languages and Cultures 
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local people as well supporting the government sector. HCCs should 
be public-minded, friendly, self confident, smart and creative. They 
should be able to organize their thoughts , have good communication 
skills, and develop themselves at all times. In addition they should 
work on a consistent basis with determination and integrity. They 
should also serve as health role-models. As for support mechanisms, 
agency and related personnel from health agencies, mass media, local 
administration organizations, educational institutions, shops, individuals 
and centrally funded sources should provide serious and continued 
support for HCCs in developing knowledge in both communication 
and health . They should also offer health data and local health wisdom, 

which are reliable and current. 

Keywords: Health Communication, Local Media, Healthcare 
Communicator 

1. Background 
No matter how far technology advances, public health problems 

are still a significant issue for every nation. The well-being, good mental 
health, and complete physical health of a population are considered an 
index indicating the level of development in a country. For this reason, 
both public and private health promotion agencies and organizations 
have been attempting to find methods to inform people about preventive 
measures and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Mass media has been 
deemed as an important societal force for providing knowledge and 
motivating correct behavior. When considering local consumers of mass 
media living in an area within a shared society, culture, and environment, 
similar health problems and health behaviors were encountered. Local 
mass media, whether in the form of newspapers, community radio, 
provincial broadcasting radio, or news broadcasting tower, were all 
found to be potential ways of communicating positive health messages 
to the local people. 

When considering the research results from the project of 
"Operating Status on Health Communication ofLocal Media" (Duangpom 
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Kamnoonwatana et al. , 2005), which was financially supported by the 
Research and Development Plan on Health Communication System to 
the Public. The Health Systems Research Institute (HSRI) found that 
although at present people are open to both central and local media, 
and both are expected to present knowledge and information on health. 
The cause of this was that the local media operators understood their 
consumers, including their concepts, beliefs, and demands. Moreover, the 
operators knew the status of the local society and culture, and understood 
the problems that were occurring in the local area. As a result, they could 
present stories about local problems well, while the consumers were 
familiar with the local media operators as well. Therefore, they had a 
chance to discuss, by expressing their opinion and suggestions, as well 
as, enabling participation in the communication process by becoming 
more than only consumers. 

As for people's demand for health information, local people 
expected to obtain correct, accurate, and clear information. Communication 
of health information was deemed to be a specific issue as determined 
by gurus and specialists, whereas the local media workers formed a 
small group and each person was in charge of many things. Most of 
them were found not to have health knowledge. Therefore, a presentation 
containing health information was produced in the form of reactive 
action. A presentation was developed to be shown when sharing 
information. There was no proactive action in the form of establishing 
topics and following up with information in the presentation. Thus, it 
is important that the presentation of health content in the local media 
depends on health related operating units. If such a unit supports factual 
information and reliable sources, and provides specialists who are ready 
to share health information, the local media can be a more efficient 
provider of health information. 

A significant topic in the development of more efficient health 
communication was finding an approach that enables the local media 
to present health information that meets the needs of most receivers. 
Some of these needs include cooperating with experts on exploring and 
exchanging health data, and cooperating in the production of programs 
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to reduce complication in communicating health information. In addition, 
health news and data sources in the local area, which were limited in 
number, could still facilitate efficient participation in the communication 
process. Moreover, the method includes recognition of how the 
operating unit relates to health, recognizes the importance of the health 
communication for local people, and prepares to intentionally and 
continuously support media operators in several aspects. 

Furthermore, enhancement of health communication capabilities 
of the health communicators was considered to be an important issue 
which should not be overlooked. This issue was analyzed and evaluated 
by Malee Boonsiripan et al. , (2005) on the possibility of health 
communication system and health communicators in the research project 
of "Demand and Possibility in Health Communication and Communicator 
Development". This research stated that a health communicator is a person 
supporting an effective health communication process. It was found 
to be necessary to prepare the field for future health communicators 
by developing the professional status of health communicators as an 
accepted role by society and related agencies. The initial step in the 
process was to train and provide health communication knowledge 
to the staff in charge of disseminating health information, including 
people who showed interest in health communication, but who lacked 
experience and knowledge about proper communication. With training 
those people could solve the problem and take action on health 
communication with the correct approach . 

The research and development project of "Local Health 
Communication" was established and conducted in Phrae and 
Kanchanaburi Province in order to develop practical health communication 
concepts that are supportive of health communicators in local areas, 
and enable them to effectively communicate health information to local 
people. 
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2. Objectives 

1) To find people who are potentially interested in becoming 
health communicators in the studied area 

2) To strengthen the capabilities of health communications in 
conducting their programs 

3) To study approaches to communication of health information 
in the local areas, as observed from the participation of the health 
communicators and supporters 

3. Terminology 

1) Person who is responsible for health communication 
means a person who currently works in health communication through 
local media. That may be a person from a mass media agency, health 
agency, educational institute, or public organization, and conducts health 
communication. 

2) Potential healthcare communicator (HCC) means a person 
who works in health communication through local media. That may be 
a person from a mass media agency, health agency, educational institute, 
or public organization, and conducts the health communication at present, 
or a person who wants to work in health communication through local 
media intentionally, continuously, and consistently. 

3) Supporter of Local Health Communication refer to a 
group that consists of executives from media organizations (five types 
oflocal mass media executives including local newspapers, community 
radio, broadcasting radio, news broadcasting tower, and cable T.V.), 
health agencies (executives from both private and public agencies), 
local media operators, and the local health community. 

4. Research Methodology 
The method utilized was action research using a "participatory" 

process as an operating mechanism. Therefore, each step of this research 
opened up an opportunity to interact with the relevant people, including 
local mass media operators, local health agency workers, supporters of 
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local health communication, health scholars, and the health community, 
to cooperatively express their opinions and find the most effective and 
efficient approach to develop local health communication. 

5. Research Results 

5.1 To identify and study people interested in becoming 
HCCs in the studied areas 

HCCs in this project from both Phrae and Kanchanaburi Provinces 
were from the mass media, health agencies, educational institutes, and 
the health community. It was found that among the 100 people interested 
(54 persons from Phrae, and 46 persons from Kanchanaburi) males and 
females were represented in equal number. Most of them were between 
35-54 years of age and had completed a bachelor's degree. Most of them 
were from the community, followed by the mass media and health sector, 
respectively. They typically had a primary occupation and worked in 
health communication as a secondary job. They communicated health 
information through audio media, including news broadcasting towers, 
audio lines and community radio. It was found that the most interesting 
health topics were the ones affecting large numbers of people in the 
local area, followed by national campaigns, and certain topics which 
were not understood. 

The data source which was most popularly used by HCCs 
was from government agencies, followed by individual data sources 
such as provincial health officers, scholars, and doctors/nurses. The 
data were sought from internet, and from press centers in moderate to 
rather high level volumes, including data from private organization and 
foundations . 

There were a few problems and obstacles facing operation , 
the main problem being that HCCs had insufficient knowledge and skill 
on health communication. They must be responsible for several tasks 
and their working time was not consistent with the best time for local 
people. They believed that it was difficult to change attitudes, values, 
and beliefs about health. Moreover, they had data problems such as 
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insufficient data sources and data; discontinuous coordination with data 
sources, and uninteresting and lengthy data. There were some contradictions 
from data acquired from different sources. Additionally, problems 
with budgets, equipment, and inconsistency of communication and the 
lifestyle of local people were found. 

The group of health communication supporters formed an 
important group because they pushed for efficient operation of local 
health communication. A survey was taken by health communication 
supporters, executives and leaders which consisted of three parts, (I) 
executives from health organizations in both public and private sectors, 
(2) executives from local mass media organizations, including local 
newspapers, provincial broadcasting radio, community radio, news 
broadcasting tower/audio line, and cable T.V. , and leaders from local 
mass media networks, and (3) health community leader from both 
provinces. The total number of executives and leaders were 181 people 
(81 people from Phrae and 100 people from Kanchanaburi). 

Supporters from both provinces have acknowledged the project's 
operation since the initial stages. They expressed their opinions of and 
recommendations for the operation. Finally, they acknowledged the 
performance of and expressed their opinions on "Approach to Conduct 
Health Communication of the Provinces". 

5.2 To strengthen the capabilities of conducting health 
communication for HCCs 

From this study, it was found that the HCCs wanted to improve 
their communication skills; therefore, activities for strengthening these 
capabilities were established (5 activities for each province). These 
activities were created through the cooperative decision making of the 
HCCs. Besides directly solving the problems and serving the demands 
of the HCCs, such methods of consideration made the HCCs learn 
cooperative development, starting with a problem survey, moving to 
problem analysis, and finally to problem solving. It was obvious that 
the HCCs had many demands on strengthening capabilities with regard 
to various issues. This reflected the demands of people working in local 
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health communication and their enthusiasm for self-development. The 
two most interesting activities of the HCCs in both provinces were 
enhancing their speaking capabilities through audio media, and public 
speaking. 

The activities were focused on the importance oflocal commu
nication by local people because the heart oflocal health communication 
is with local people as a targeted group, is to provide them with local 
content, and methods that are consistent with their skills, demands, and 
values. The results of the activities showed a high level of ability and 
readiness of the HCCs. 

5.3 To conduct Local Health Communication, with the 
participation of HCCs and supporters 

In the final stage of conducting research, two significant points 
were highlighted. These were the approach to communicating health 
information in the province and the HCCs grouping. The approach to 
communicating health information to the local community consisted 
of two key parts: the HCC as an operator and the operation support 
mechanism. 

The HCC as an operator should play a role as mediator 
in the cooperative enhancement of health, observing and preventing 
illnesses, including problem solving for the health oflocal people. The 
communication mechanism was used as a medium for health information, 
which could be conveniently accessed by local people. In addition, the 
information would be disseminated to the local people, and this information 
could unite the working processes of the government sector with the 
work of health communication. 

The required qualifications to become an HCC were to love 
work in health communication, have a positive attitude towards health 
communication and communication in general, have pub I ic consciousness 
and be ready to work for society, have good human relation skills, 
be self-confident, eager to learn and develop all the time, have good 
perception, be creative, have a systematic perspective, be able to 
organize their thoughts, have well-developed communication skills, 
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and be able to behave as a health example for the community. The 
HCCs worked by surveying and analyzing information about health 
status and the community. This information was analyzed for planning, 
establishing activities, operating on a knowledge-based system, providing 
health information, operating consistently, paying attention to the work, 
and having a code of best practices. Moreover, HCCs focused on the 
receivers, and the relevant features of the local society and culture. 

The HCC worked by using several operational support mechanisms. 
They also seriously and continuously supported information on commu
nication and health by both private and public agencies, and communities 
from both inside and outside the studied provinces. Furthermore, HCCs 
enhanced their communication skills though many methods such as 
training, sightseeing, and learning from successful communicators. In 
the informational aspect, the information and knowledge on health, 
including correct local health wisdom which was reliable and updated 
was provided. Such information was supplied by health agencies, 
other relevant agencies, and people, such as local gurus. Moreover, the 
information was found to be correct after being, analyzed, and examined 
prior to being communicated to the local people. This information may 
be found in the form of published documents, health websites, etc. They 
were stored and provided systematically. The information centers were 
located at the Provincial Health Office, Provincial Information Center, 
and District Hospital as a sub-center. These centers were ready to 
provide information to the HCCs. The communication channel was 
supported by the local mass media to provide a forum for HCCs to be 
able to consistently communicate to the local people. Local mass media 
was one of the factors for succession as McQuail (2000) analyzed that 
effective media for development would be multiplicity, smallness of 
scale, locality, deinstitutionalization, interchange of sender-receiver 
roles and horizontality of communication. For the aspect of gathering a 
group or network, a group was establ ished. The members consisted of 
male and female HCCs, of various ages, and occupations. The network 
was administered systematically, and the working target was understood. 
The working group was set up, starting from the collaboration of 
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HCCs who were leaders and coordinators. They communicated within 
their network using many methods (such as discussions, meetings, 
newsletters, and Weblog) consistently. Additionally, they have acted 
as an inspiration by working together, and providing communication 
knowledge to one another (as if teaching their own siblings or friends). 
This was considered to be one of the mechanisms enabling the HCCs 
to be self-reliant. The driving assignment plan was set up clearly, such 
as building knowledge among the group, providing shared activities 
on health communication, holding meetings to exchange opinions, and 
extending the network. As for office, budget, and equipment, these 
were supported by community and government organizations. The office 
was used as a center for meeting among HCCs, and was supported 
by the Provincial Health Office and organizations of the community. 
Financial and practical support was provided by the local administrative 
organization, government organizations, and private organizations 
in the provinces such as hospitals, municipalities, women 's groups, 
Rotary Club, and companies in the community, whose products affect the 
health of people in the provinces, including external financial sources. 

6. Analysis of Local Health Communication in the studied 
areas 

6.1 HCCs as social capital of local communication in 
the studied areas 

Before the research project entered into the areas being studied 
in both provinces, the areas had their own system ofhealth communication. 
For instance, public health officers disseminated information from 
the Ministry of Public Health. They provided hygienic products in the 
Health Service Center, distributed health documents in many places, 
organized a health radio program, published health information in local 
newspapers, read notifications and disseminated documents through 
news broadcasting towers, audio lines, etc. However, these actions were 
conducted separately. There was no record of who performed the action, 
or what they did . There was no unity regarding health communication, 
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no power, and no reasonable benefit provided from these activities 
to the local areas. According to the procedures of this project, there 
were a number oflocal health communication operators. In this regard, 
the project gathered health communication operators who desired to 
coordinate and to develop local health communication. As a result, health 
communication in the areas of both provinces became clearer. When 
grouped at the end of the project, the power of the task was depicted 
and the way the local area was affected was clearly shown. 

The significant characteristics of the HCCs who participated 
in this project were as follows: 

1. HCCs had a "public consciousness" or willingness to 
"sacrifice for the public". According to the meeting to determine the 
guidelines for operating the local health communication programs, most 
participants opined that "public consciousness" was a primary factor 
supporting the operation of local health communication. 

2. HCCs had a good attitude towards development and 
communication and therefore, were happy to undertake action to their 
full ability. 

3. HCCs consisted oflocal people who clearly understood the 
social condition, culture, and local behavior. Therefore, they could 
communicate smoothly and naturally, which was consistent with the 
perception of local people. Furthermore, they were trusted by the local 
people. 

4. HCCs possessed experience. They had already worked within 
the community for decades and communicated through local media 
such as news broadcasting tower and radio. They were also volunteers 
and lecturers on health training. The HCCs therefore had the capability 
to operate the good health communication programs, as well as, the 
confidence and preparation to support local people in promoting good 
health . 

5. The HCCs were active in developing themselves. This was 
reflected by many of the HCCs from both areas who showed initiative 
in enhancing their capabilities in various issues. 
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6.2 Results from skill enhancement activities 
1. In the initial stage of the project, during the opinion 

exchange process for health communication operation, the results were 
found to confirm a major thought of the project "Operating Status on 
Health Communication of Local Media". One of the most important 
problems for operating local health communication programs was that 
the communicators lacked knowledge and communication skills, 
leading to a lack of confidence in their performance. In the brainstorming 
meeting to determine the activities for capability enhancement, the HCCs 
created many enhancing topics which were limited to five activities 
per province. This demonstrated that they wanted to take advantage of 
this opportunity. 

2. According to several activities held in both areas, there 
were many local HCCs who had the capability, ability, and potential to 
be developed. In each activity, it was often found that the HCCs would 
have outstanding abilities and be found as the "star" of the activity. 
Those people usually had a strong knowledge background or were 
highly interested in the communication. Together with their intention and 
commitment to study, these HCCs were able to be developed quickly. 

3. As the pattern of activities was focused on practice, 
HCCs were able to learn in a short period of time. The communication 
ability was founded on knowledge of relevant skills, based on actual 
practice. Therefore, HCCs who had already had health communication 
assignments had an advantage because they could practice on the real 
stage, in real time. 

4. In every activity learning was focused on the important 
features oflocal communication. The heart oflocal health communication 
was communicating with local people as a targeted group using media, 
and contents related to the local area, including methods consistent to 
the needs of the local people. The reason was that some HCCs are still 
attached to the communication model of using the central mass media. 

5. Many activities have led to immediate benefits. For 
example, the activity on writing an advertising spot was held in Phrae. 
It was agreed that the awarded spot would be produced as an advertising 
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spot, copied, and distributed to every HCC in order to use this resu lt 
together. 

6. The capability enhancing activities not only enhanced 
knowledge and communication skills, they also improved the confidence 
of the HCCs. Many HCCs said that they had been working on health 
communication without having learned the correct principles and methods. 
Participation in the activity was viewed as "on the job training"; therefore, 
they were confident in continuing their health communication. 

7. Activities which encouraged participation to create 
a supportive learning atmosphere, such as workshops or practice in pairs, 
and critiquing the results of their peers, helped to develop relationships 
among the HCCs through cultivating understanding of each other, which 
will form a basis for later networking. During the activity period, they 
exchanged opinions, as well as, coordinated the health communication 
work. For example, in Phrae Province, Suvicha Chansuriyakul, a public 
health scholar from the Provincial Public Health Office, proposed to 
act as a health information center for demanding HCCs. 

8. Participation in capability enhancing activities helped 
to build knowledge capital for the HCCs. HCCs were able to convey 
said knowledge to other colleagues. For example, Aree Thitichoteanan 
brought her knowledge from the training on public speaking for success 
and continued to share it with volunteers in the area. This was deemed 
as a basis on which the HCCs can stand. 

6.3 Enhancement of in demand communication skills 
in consistent speaking to receiving information by local people 

When considering capabi lity enhancing activities that a health 
communicator from the local area presented himself, it was found that 
both provinces provided the capability enhancing activities in similar 
yet differing ways. It was obvious that the most interesting activities 
for the HCCs in Phrae and Kanchanaburi were capability enhancing 
activities through audio media, and public speaking. Speaking through 
audio media means to speak through community radio, main radio, and 
news broadcasting towers or audio lines. In contrast, public speaking 
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means to speak to an audience face-to-face and on different occasions. 
The capability enhancing activities of the HCCs were based in this style 
for the following reasons. 

1. People's communication behavior which was studied 
in both areas was mostly focused on verbal communication. That is 
communication by speaking and listening rather than reading and 
writing. This reflected the communication habits and behavior patterns 
found in Thai society, particularly of local society. People usually had 
close social relationships and had a chance to talk to each other more than 
people in the capital city. Thus, communication based on speaking and 
listening is important for local people. Moreover, this shows the power 
of a "personal medium" that has a dominant place in communication, 
especially for local people who have a close relationship with 
community and with people as relatives. They paid respect to, believed 
in, and relied on the people they knew. Therefore, when using as 
personal medium such as public speaking to make suggestions, or provide 
information, the audience usually accepted the information. The HCCs 
realized the strength of using a "personal medium"; therefore, they 
wanted to enhance their speaking capabilities in order to more effectively 
introduce health knowledge to the audience. 

2. In the studied areas, communication tools with audio 
media were widely used. These tools allow for participation in 
communication with these media (as compared with the broadcasting 
radio station in the capital city). Both provinces used audio broadcasting 
media such as news broadcasting towers, audio lines, community radio 
and broadcasting radio in the province . Because communication 
happened in the local area, these HCCs had a chance to participate in the 
communication, and to learn and experience using the media. However, 
most of the HCCs had not been directly trained in communication. Many 
of them didn ' t have an announcement license. Therefore, these HCCs 
needed to enhance their speaking skills in order to speak according to 
the correct theory and principles, as well as, correctly take action and 
be accepted by the audience. This was consistent with the information 
receiving behavior of people in the studied areas. According to the 
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project of Operating Status on Health Communication of Local Media, 
it was found that the local media that was the most popularly used (by 
643 local people) was the provincial broadcasting radio, followed by 
the news broadcasting tower and audio line. 

6.4 Participation ofHCCs in each step of the research 
The target of this research project was to build health 

communication in the studied areas by focusing on the operators or 
HCCs and using Participatory Action Research. When considering the 
details of their participation in each step of the research, it was found 
that the steps were as follows. 

Selection of health communication operator involved recruiting 
an operator in the studied area to become an HCC. The operator finally 
decided with an understanding of the project's background. After that, 
the they showed their intention to participate in the project. In this 
step, the health communication operator who became an HCC made a 
decision by themselves. 

Determination of capability enhancing activities - According 
to the details for acquiring the capability enhancing activities in both 
areas, the participation of HCCs was clearly shown. Starting from 
brainstorming in order to solve operational problems, the focus moved 
to obtaining knowledge and developing needed abilities. After that, 
opinions were exchanged for a limited period, and the topic of enhancing 
capability was selected from the discussion and opinions expressed 
by the HCCs. This was where the activities for enhancing capability 
came from. During this period, the HCCs had fully participated in the 
work. Not only did it enable each activity to support the problems and 
demands of the HCCs, but the establishment of these activities shows 
the mutual commitment among HCCs, by involving each person in 
learning from activities they proposed themselves. 

Participatory learning - Every activity had applied the 
participatory learning principle. Learning was not only achieved by 
listening to the lecturer, but also by expressing opinions and exchanging 
stories from their experiences (most of HCCs had experience in 
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communication work), and taking action in real situations. As a result, 
various things were learned from lecturers, friends, and everyone who 
participated in the workshop. 

Operational evaluation - HCCs expressed their opinions 
in the form of periodic operational evaluation. Each time an activity 
was held, the HCCs had a chance to evaluate the results, starting from 
obtained knowledge, utilization, activity establishment, and including 
recommendations. The method of evaluation used questionnaires that 
were discussed at the end of the activity (if time was available). From 
the opinions expressed regarding the activities, the HCCs realized the 
importance and presented the opinions actively, leading to improvement. 

Determination of guidelines for health communication in the 
provinces - the HCCs had a set of guidelines for serious brainstorming 
in order to find the character of the HCCs, and operational procedures. 
Establishing a network that would be supported by a third party allied 
to guidelines for efficient health communication. This brainstorming 
was based on the responsibility and ownership of the work of the HCCs, 
which occurred naturally. 
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Table 1 Participation ofHCCs in the Research 

Research Participatory lssues Result of Participation 
Methodology 

Selection of Health - Self decision on - HCCs participated in 

Communication participating in the conducting the 

Operators as HCCs project research . 

- HCCs decided to 
participate in the 
project, later affecting 
the intention ofthe 
HCCs. 

Determination of - Topics about - The activities responded 

Activities for capability to the demands of 

Enhancing development HCCs. 

Capability - HCCs were ready to 
participate in the activity. 

Participatory Contents and methods - Various learning 

Learning of the activities for methods were 
enhancing skills used, including from 

lecturers, friends , and 
HCCs from practice. 

Performance Knowledge, - HCCs realized their 

Evaluation implementation, self-worth. 
activity establishment, - To present creative 
and recommendations opinions. 

Determination of Operational guidelines - The guidelines were 

operational for provincial health created from HCC 

guidelines for communication opinions. 
provincial health - A mutual future plan 

communication was estab lished. 
- HCCs participated in 

the work with a view 
of responsibility and 
ownership. 
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6.5 HCC grouping 
The HCC grouping started with gathering HCCs who displayed 

leadership characteristics. However, HCC grouping in both provinces 
happened at the end of the project. Therefore, it could not be said that 
the gathering of HCCs to build a network was successful. However, 
many HCC groups were eager to determine the gathering method to 
set up and maintain the group. They considered the good qualifications 
required to fonn a group or network. For example, both men and women 
of all ages should be encouraged to participate in health communication. 
The only requirement needed was to have a mind to work for people, 
while the network should be managed systematically. The target must 
be set up; the committee should push for the outcome of the work; 
and communication among members must be efficient. Moreover, in 
these two studied areas, network expansion was mentioned, while in 
the initial stages, external support such as expenses, information, and 
knowledge, was needed. When the grouping was clear, the demands 
on external support decreased. Importantly, the group had the idea of 
self-reliance. In the past, HCCs at Kanchanaburi conveyed knowledge 
and experience to other parties by providing a training session on public 
speaking for the network of volunteers. 

A network of HCCs occurred naturally under the demand of 
the groupings in order for every HCC to receive the benefits and have 
mutual working guidelines. The group ofHCCs was confident. 

6.6 Linkage of health communication with other work 
According to the working experience of HCCs on health 

communication, it was found that this work linked to other work in the 
local area. HCCs were not capable of operating anything alone. For 
example, to operate the health radio program, the information must be 
received from the data source, and allocated operating time from the 
people in-charge of the radio station. When brainstorming in order to 
determine the guidelines for conducting health communication, HCCs 
in both areas showed the linkage of local health communication with 
agencies in the area on several issues, including knowledge, information, 
communication channels, and others, as follows: 
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I. Knowledge - HCCs realized that knowledge in communication 
and health was important to the operation. The knowledge may be 
acquired in several forms such as by documentation, training, and 
sightseeing. The acquisition of knowledge depended on relevant agencies 
in the local area, including educational institutes and health agencies 
in the public and private sectors, and individuals. 

2. Information - To conduct health communication requires 
quality information for communication, no matter whether in the form 
of documents , leaflets, newspapers, websites, or journals. The HCCs 
thought that this information should be derived from a reliable source, 
including from local experts, and directly responsible agencies. The 
information should be correct, reliable and up-to-date. Caution must 
be used when working on embedded-advertising information in health 
products. It was interesting that these HCCs accepted and knew the 
importance of people who had knowledge and local health wisdom as 
one of the significant data sources of benefit to local people. 

3. However, these data must be stored, systematically managed, 
and verified for its correctness. The data must be able to be accessed 
conveniently. Most of the HCCs opined that the Provincial Public Health 
Office probably played a major role as a data source and data provider 
because the Provincial Public Health was ready to do so and reliable. 

4. Communication channel- The communication channel was 
one issue which with the HCCs expressed concern. The communication 
channel can be divided into two aspects. One supported the HCCs having 
an opportunity to identify themselves to the community, and the other 
was the health communication channel to people in the area. The first 
channel may be used when having activities in the province such as meetings, 
having festivals, traditional events, or others. This was considered 
to be a public space where many people could participate. The last channel 
meant communication through the media, especially local media in 
order to open opportunities to HCCs for communicating, including 
broadcasting time, providing space in newspapers, and other methods. 
HCCs realized that although they had the ability and good intention, if 
there is no communication channel for identifying and communicating 
to people, then health communication cannot occur. Therefore, the 
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HCCs thought that it was necessary to connect health communication 
to people already in charge of communication channels such as media 
owners or management, including newspapers, broadcasting radio, 
community radio, and other forms of media. 

5. Mechanisms supporting other areas -Most of the HCCs 
thought that the budget for equipment and the office for HCCs were 
important. If there was no support, it may become an obstacle to the 
operation. They opined that the support should come from several sources. 
The flow of support should not depend on any single organization 
or agency. Various organizations and agencies should be used. For 
example, public agencies, especially local administration organizations 
(both provincial and sub-district) should support the budget and equipment. 
Meanwhile, private agencies located in the community such as paper 
factories, fertilizer factories, sugar factories, and other industries related 
to the deterioration of people's health, should participate and be responsible 
for funding public health maintenance. This was the expansion of 
a concept from a limited source of funds from the government 
health agency, e.g. Ministry ofPublic Health, to private agencies, which 
were responsible for the deterioration of public health. This idea was 
created by the HCCs at Kanchanaburi and was found to be very interesting. 
Moreover, the Provincial Public Health Office was expected to 
participate and support the various methods. For instance, Phrae 
Province was expected to be the health information center for HCCs, 
and Kanchanaburi was expected to use the Provincial Public Health 
Office as an HCC Center. 

7. Analysis of guidelines for Local Health Communication 
According to the operational procedure of the project and the 

concept oflocal health communication gathered from the brainstorming 
session of HCCs and supporters, the guidelines for local health 
communication, consisting of procedures and supporting system/ 
mechanisms can be analyzed as follows: 
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7.1 Finding people who wanted to be HCCs 
ln the provincial areas, the health communication operators were 

already provided by their own sense of duty or personal interest. Not 
every person wanted to become an HCC. Local health communication 
must begin with finding people who want to become HCCs. The most 
important operation in this step was to study the primary data in order 
to acknowledge the cost ofhaving a local health communication officer, 
including an understanding of the qualification and job description of 
the HCC, and opening an opportunity to the health communication 
officer to notify them of their desire to become an HCC. 

One of mechanisms was to allow the communication operators 
to make decisions by themselves. The operators should know what 
a HCC does, how to do it and what the impact was. 

7.2 Readiness preparation for volunteers to be HCCs 
HCCs must be empowered which is considered part of their 

readiness preparation. HCCs should jointly determine their activities in 
order to respond to the demands placed on them. The capability enhancing 
activities should be established based on participatory learning principles 
and evaluated on the benefits of both knowledge and implementation. 

The significant mechanism for empowerment was to establish 
an understanding of HCCs responsibilities and roles. Ways to do this 
included, enhancing capabilities in order to respond to demand, understanding 
the principle of two-way communication, using community participation 
in communication, and acknowledging the importance of resources 
featuring local content. These three elements were necessary and were 
the highlight of community communication. This made community 
communication differ from more general communication, as well as 
motivated the supporters to realize and understand the role of the HCCs. 
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7.3 HCC operation on health communication 
When the HCCs were ready to perform the communication, the 

guideline for local health communication should be established. Such 
guidelines should be presented to supporters from agencies for their 
acknowledgement, opinion and recommendations in order to improve 
them to be appropriate for implementation in the local area. In addition, 
HCCs should be encouraged to gather in group settings in order to build 
and expand the network. 

The mechanisms to be used in this step are as follows: 
1. HCCs performed the communication with support by the 

relevant people, including people and agencies related to health (doctors, 
nurses, public health officers, volunteers, Thai-style medicine experts, 
herbal gurus, the health community, etc), people and agencies in the 
local administration (provincial administrative organization, subdistrict 
administrative organization, municipality, etc.), people and agencies 
in the local media (newspapers, broadcasting radio, community radio, 
news broadcasting tower, etc.), and people and agencies in education 
(teachers and lecturers, every level of educational institution, learning 
center, etc.). 

2. HCC grouping increased confidence in the operation. The 
HCCs were accepted by the community because they produced useful 
results which were widely acknowledged. 
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8. Analysis on sustainability of local health communication 
The objective of this research was to enhance health communication 

by establishing HCCs who wanted to work in the field , were experts, and 
had support from relevant agencies. The research results could achieve 
these objectives and continuing factors made local health communication 
sustainable. The results are shown as follows: 

1. The performance ofHCCs was clear, continuous, concrete, 
and widely acknowledged. 

2. HCC networking was stable. 
3. The community participated in the communication and the 

communication was in the form of participatory communication. 
4. HCCs were supported by third parties and external organizations 

(social support). 

9. Recommendations 
1. HCCs should have a clear role and stance for working 

together. They should have a clear and concrete plan motivating their 
work, as well as, ways to publicize or present their work to local people 
for their acknowledgement and understanding of the "identification" and 
"existence" of the local HCCs. A meeting point for consistent discussion 
should be provided in order for them exchange their knowledge with 
each other. 

2. When expanding the HCC network the desired description 
of new members should be considered without deviating from the 
operational objective, and to prevent problems and obstacles when 
driving the network. 

3. Local people and agencies should support the HCCs seriously 
and sincerely. To ensure this, the policy on supporting health communication 
at the provincial level should be enhanced. 

4. The relevant organizations that consider and certify the status 
of HCCs must link the health communication with both the health 
and communication work that already exists in the society, This must 
occur at both the local and broader levels of the society, in order to be 
consistent with and link to existing work. 

5. Motivate, push, and support for health communication study 
in educational institutions. 
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?araj jaag nii ('fl::h'fl!h~d): 
The Grammatical Functions and Social Categories 

as a New Final Particle in Thai Language 

Abstract 

Jantima Angkapanichkit 
Linguistics Department, Faculty of Liberal Arts, 

Thammasat University 
Email: jantima21@gmail.com 

This paper aims to study and to make a contribution to the 
description of ?araj jaaiJ nii as final particle in Thai by looking at its 
grammatical functions as well as its social categories. The data are 
collected by recordings and conversations of80 Bangkok Thai speakers 
aged 6-80. These data are analyzed by using the syntactic notion of 
dependency and co-occurrence in sentence. This paper challenges the 
current analysis of final particle as the small words or phrases which 
do not have any syntactic relationship to the sentence or utterance and 
are usually added to the end of colloquial speeches. This paper argues 
that ?arajjaaiJ nii is being grammaticalized and lexicalized from noun 
phrase to word as final particle. There are many its variable forms, 
such as ?araj jaaiJ !Jii, ?araj jaaiJ !Jia, ?araj l}ia, raj l}ia and so on. 

The account of ? araj jaaiJ nii as social categories is based on 
Bakhtin's notion ofHeteroglossia as it is integrated within the systems 
of modality and evidentiality. Thai speakers use final particle ? araj jaaiJ 
nii as a discourse connective and interpersonal marker. A comparison 
of speakers divided into eight generational groups. The quantitative 
analysis found that ? a raj jaaiJ nii is highly used in the ages of 21-30, 
11-20, 31-40 and 41-50 in order of frequency. Meanwhile, it is not found 
in speakers of71-80 years old, nor in speakers of 6-7 years olds. These 
different uses can be discussed from the heteroglossia function. Young 
Thai people interpret ? araj jaaiJ nii in an adult-like fashion to become 
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more adult on the one hand, Thai adults fashionably use ? a raj jaaiJ nii 
to perform their modem style and express the youthfulness in the other. 

This paper also argues that Thai particles not only associate 
to pragmatic use of expressing speakers ' attitudes, but also relate to 
discourse context of speakers to identify their situated identity by using 
and designing the different form of particles. 

1. Introduction 
The word 'particle ' in Thai language is frequently described 

as pragmatically use of words in an utterance that convey emotions, 
feelings and expressing attitudes of speakers. It often appears at the 
end of a sentence or an utterance, so-called final particle. The notion 
'particle ' is rather blurred in Thai grammar. It is usually categorized 
to be modal word as the subclass of adverb (Bhandhumedha, 2006) as 
well as interjection (Uppakitsilapasarn, 1990), which mostly concern 
written standard Thai. Particles, therefore, are neglected on the reference 
grammar ofThai. Some particles, which popular used by Thai speakers 
such as di (~) or de? (L~:;), are left out from the description of Thai 
grammar because of their non-standard. However, because of the popular 
and various uses among Thai speakers, particles have necessarily been 
studied. There are many researches to classify Thai particles. On the 
basis of syntactic and semantic criteria, the previous studies such as 
Bhamoraput ( 1972), Thikashunhatian (1984 ), classify Thai final particle 
into various groups. None of the studies concern socio-pragmatic use of 
it. Apparently, Thai particles, particularly final particle, are very active 
and dynamic in daily-life language. This paper aims to study Thai 
final particle in sociolinguistic view and to make a contribution to the 
description of a new final particle ?arajjaaiJ nii in Thai language. The 
purpose ofthis study is to show how ?arajjaaiJ nii is grammaticalized 
as final particle and how its sociolinguistic distribution is varied among 
Thai age group of speakers. This paper, also, discusses its pragmatic 
functions and its meaning in utterances as well as its social categories 
marker. Considerably, this study would be effect more fulfillment but 
most challenging to Thai grammar. 
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2. Overview of Thai final particles 
Thai language, unlike inflectional language, is an isolated 

language. The meaning of a word or a sentence is determined by word 
position and word order. Particle is very unique as its position and its 
syntactic relationship are different from other parts of speech. It is rather 
problematic to be a unitary class, among other major categories such as 
noun, verb, adverb, and so on. The sentence or utterance that marked 
by particle is typically short and a pause is to exist between particles 
and the word following. This leads to the conjecture of sentence or 
utterance boundary. On the basis of syntactic notion of occurrence and 
distribution as following Lexicase Grammar (Starosta, 1988), particle 
in Thai can belong to a syntactic category or word class which can 
be defined (more or less) as words which are added into the sentence 
without any syntactic relationship with other words. Words that occur 
at the initial part of the sentence are considered as initial particles 
(Prasithratasint, 2009), or so-called interjections. Words that occur 
medially or are added at the beginning of the declarative sentence, or 
added into the utterance, are so-called 'filler' (Angkapanichkit, 2009), 
and the words that added at the end of a sentence are so-called final 
particle. Almost ofThai particle is final particle. 

Final particles and other particles are only used in informal 
language which is everyday speech. Although particles will be omitted 
completely in formal style of use, they are a special category which is 
very active in interaction. They usually contribute extra meaning to the 
meaning of the whole sentence or utterance. The function and meaning 
of Thai final particles is strongly associated with speech acts and 
discourse context. They can signal both speaker-addressee relationships 
and speaker's response to the situational context. 

(1) a: p;)t pra tuu mi 

open the door PART 'Open the door' 

b: p;)t pra tuu §.! 

open the door PART 'I request you to open 

the door.' 
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c: p;)t pra tuu di 
open the door PART 'I request you to 

open the door.' 
d: p;)t pra tuu th~ 

open the door PART 'I suggest you to 
open the door' 

In (I a-d), the sentence,p a't pra tuu 'open the door' is invariant. 
The final particles are varied both semantically optional as they affect 
the meaning of the whole sentence and communicative function as they 
express the speaker response to the situation as well as the relationship 
between speaker and addressee. For instance, in (la) performs the 
imperative speech act, in (ld) performs speech act of suggestion, 
whereas in (1 b-e) performs the same request speech act but a mere 
different relationship of speaker and addressee. In ( 1 c) shows the closer 
relationship of speaker-addressee than in (1 b), therefore, in ( 1 c) is more 
informal. This demonstrates that these final particles perform rather 
discourse-pragmatic than syntactical function . 

Generally, the previous study shows that type of particles in 
Thai is varied in terms of different criteria. On the basis of syntactic 
and semantic perspective, Bhamoraput (1972, p . 16) classified final 
particle into seven groups: intensifying particles, emphasizing particles, 
hortative particles, definite particles, question particles, post-question 
particles, and status particles. According to Peyasantiwong (1981 , 
p. 28) looking at their similarity, divided Thai final particles into three 
main groups : question particles, status particles, and mood particles. 
And Cooke (1989, 1992) roughly divided final particles into four 
types on the basis of their semantic and pragmatic context: speaker
addressee relationships, or status particles, calling for response from 
the addressee, or question particles, speaker's response to the situation, 
and contextual orientation, or mood particles. He pointed out that one 
of the unique characteristics of final particles is variation of forms . 
They may involve phonological variation such as vowel shortening, 
initial or final consonants deletion, changes of pitch or length, or 
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intonational variability. These variations may also relate to the shade 
of their meanings. 

In this paper, ?araj jaaYJ nii is claimed to be final particle by 
using both syntactical and discourse-pragmatic perspective as stati ng 
above to challenge the study offinal particle in Thai language. 

3. Data and methods of analysis 
The data of this study is a corpus of narratives and conversations 

of 80 Bangkok speakers aged 6-80. Among the large corpus of these 
participants, it roughly divided into eight groups with 10 year range of 
speakers in each group, except the first group that begins with 6 years 
old. According to the previous study in child language acqui sition in 
Thai school (Phisampanumart, 2529; Benjatanasompatti, 2546), the 
6-year-old chi ld is in the first grade of school system and has closely 
acq uired standard grammar much alike adult speaker. 

The recordings were ranging from about 10 to 30 minutes in 
length . Narratives and conversations were transcribed from recordings 
and edited slightly. 

The analysis of the data consisted primarily of looking at each 
occurrence of? ara;jaaYJ nii and its variable forms in its natural discourse 
context within this corpus. None of data here is based on elicitation or 
speaker intuitions. 

4. Analysis 

4.1 Grammatical functions of ? araj jaay nii 
Normally, ? a raj jaaYJ nii ('1l:-;h'1l~h:rd) in Thai speech can occur 

at the end of sentence or utterance with multiple grammatical functions. 
Syntactically, ? araj jaaYJ nii as noun phrase is in construction of head 
noun ?araj ('1l:-;h) 'something or what ' followed by a noun phrase 
modifier which consists of a classifier jaaYJ ('1l~'l.J) 'kind ' as head noun 
and nii ('d) ' this' as its determiner. It can be shown as model below: 
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NP [?araj [jaalJ nii]] 
something kind this 

N. Class. Det. 

In most cases, noun phrase ? araj jaaiJ nii has some 
syntactic characteristics and grammatical functions as verb 
complement and noun modifier. In some constructions , ? araj 
jaaiJ nii can not be deleted in the sentence as is illustrated by (2). 

(2) maj khit waa khaw ca ram thaa ?araj jaalJ nii daj 
NEG. think COMP. he will dance N:the act what 
kind this MOD V. 
'(I) don't think that he could dance like this.' 

In this example, noun phrase ? a raj jaaiJ nii functions as a 
modifier of a head noun thlia ' the act ' embedding in a subordinate 
clause which has waa as a complementizer. 

In some cases, the head noun can be deleted but ? a raj j aaiJ nii 
still exists, as in example (3). 

(3) khaw maj chaj (khr1a1J) ?araj jaaiJ nii IEEW 
PRON. NEG. use N:(machine) what kind this 
MOD. 
'No one has used what kind like this anymore. ' 

Also, ?araj jaaiJ nii occurs after verb, it functions as verb 
complement when following intransitive verb as illustrated in (4), and 
functions as object when following transitive verb as illustrated in (5). 

(4) khon jg maak maj jaak paj 7araj jaalJ nii 
people many very NEG. want go what kind this 
'It's very crowded, (I) don't want to go like this. ' 
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(5) raw maj jaak tham ?araj jaalJ nii mi 
we NEG. want do what kind this PART. 
'We don't want to do what kind like this. ' 

All of examples above shows that noun phrase 'larajj(wfJ nii 
can perform these grammatical functions as noun modifier as well as 
verb complement and object when occurs after noun and verb in the 
sentence. It can not be deleted since it indicates some intention of 
speakers. It is noted that Thai speakers use 'l araj jaaiJ nii to refer to 
the specific things or events which are shared-knowledge of speakers 
and hearers. 'l araj jaaiJ nii contains the content that presupposes 
speakers' negative feelings or attitudes towards those things or events. 

4.2 From noun phrase to final particle of ? araj jaay nii 
The analysis found that 'larajjaaiJ nii has been lexicalized to 

word. It is not a single word but a compound word. The formation of 
compound word in Thai is very common. In most cases, compound 
word can be derived from noun phrase. When noun phrase has become 
compound word, there is a close knit relation within it, that is, it can 
not be moved or inserted any words in it. 

Phonetically, there are variable forms of 'larajjaaiJ nii such as 
'larajjaaiJ 1Jii as there is some sound assimilation of nasal sound from 
[ n] to [ IJ]. Mostly, 'l araj jaaiJ nii can be followed by another assertive 
particle na, and then derives into one word with dipthong. Thus, 'lara} 
jaaiJ nii na changes the form to 'larajjaaiJ nia or 'larajjaaiJ 1Jia. There 
are, then, the shorten form as 'lara} l}ia or raj l}ia. 

When 'l a raj jaaiJ nii is lexicalized to word, it always occurs 
at the end of sentence or utterance. Its syntactic characteristics are 
very much like final particle. These are: it does not have any syntactic 
relationship and dependency with any words in a sentence or utterance; 
it always occurs at the end of utterance; and it can be deleted or replaced 
by other final particles in a group of assertive or expressions, such as 
na. 
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These can be seen in (6) below. 

(6) (a) tua nii suaj na 

shirt this lovely PART. 

(b) ?aw maj ?a raj jaalJ nii 

take it QUES. PART. 

(c) man suaj thuuk duaj ?a raj 1Jia 

it lovely cheap too PART. 

(d) k5 l;}j sit l;}j raJ lJ 1a 

so, bought MOD. PART. 

'This shirt is lovely, do you want it? she said. It was lovely 
and it was cheap too, I think. So, I bought it.' 

This example is a connected speech of a 16-year-old girl telling 
her story about shopping and reporting that the seller was attempting to 
buy her a shirt. There are four utterances in this speech and final particles 
oftelling story, na and ?arajjaaiJ nii appear in every utterances. Notice 
that there is a difference of these two particles. Final particle na in (6a) 
is in direct speech. That means na is of the seller speech to affirm how 
good quality of the shirt the girl was looking. In ( 6b) ? araj jaaiJ nii is 
of the girl speech to show the end of quotation. Whereas in (6c-d) with 
the variable forms, ?arajjaaiJ nii marks her own speech to express her 
decision to the audience. 

All the forms which illustrated above shows the grammaticalized 
form of? a raj jaaiJ nii from noun phrase to final particle. ? araj jaaiJ nii 
has developed the specialized usage, with different grammatical and 
syntactic behaviors. It moves from syntactically fixed as noun modifier 
and verb complement to syntactically free as final particle. 
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4.3 Discourse function and social category of final 
particle ? araj jiwy nii 

?araj jaaiJ nii as final particle, it has specific meaning and 
function which is concerning to discourse and pragmatic aspect rather 
than grammatical aspect. Meaning and function of ?araj jaaiJ nii in 
this view can be pointing the social categories to the speaker. This 
paper uses Bakhtin's notion ofheteroglossia to describe ?arajjaaiJ nii 
function. It presupposes the positioning of speakers and texts within 
the heterogeneity of world view and social interaction. It is integrated 
within the system of modality and evidentiality. ?arajjaaiJ nii, therefore, 
has a socio-pragmatic function in interpersonal communication. Thai 
speakers use ?araj jaaiJ nii as a discourse connective and pragmatic 
marker to indicate speaker's stance towards the information or content 
as well as the connection between utterances. 

In example (7) illustrates ? araj jaaiJ nii as discourse connective 
and its meaning is very much like 'such as' or ' for example'. 

(7) th1i paJ ko fill muaj, lek, tek ?araj ljia 

(people) REL PRON. go REL. have PRON. PART. 

'People who went there together were Muay, Lek, Tek and so on.' 

In this example, Speaker use ? araj jaaiJ nii to connect details 
or examples in utterance and to show evidences to addressee by stating 
the people proper name which addressee might know. 

Moreover, ?araj jaaiJ nii can be hedging or fuzziness when 
speaker can not describe the exact details, or speaker may lack of full 
information. It is probably used to blur speaker's intent as illustrated 
by example (8). 

(8) hen khaw nil paj thaau hua hln thEw boo faaj ?araj jaalJ nili 

saw him ran go way PROP-HuaHin area PROP-Bor Fai PART. 

' (I) saw him ran away to Hua Hin, somewhere around Bor 

Fai area. ' 
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In this example, the 35-year-old woman talked about a guy 
who was her neighbor had done some bad thing and had been chased 
by another neighbor. Being asked as the witness, she used final particle 
'lara) jGaiJ nii to blur her speech but she used hen, 'to see'. as her 
evidential. This can be assumed that she may not know the exact 
information or she may try to hedge what she knew but she does not 
want to clearly say for some reasons. 

These two examples above show how discourse function of 
? araj )Gal) nii does. Speakers report those events and information 
with this form of final particle. This can say that final particle ? araj 
)Gal) nii indicates the information being reported was obtained through 
evidentials. 

5. Variation in usage by speaker at different ages 
Interestingly, the usage of 'lara) )Gal) nii among age groups 

is very distinctive. This sociolinguistic distribution shows how 
Thai speakers use this final particle. From quantitative analysis, 
all final particles appeared in data were counted. When comparing 
the frequency of the overall usage of final particles, like na 
and ? a, it found that ? araj )Gal) nii is highest use in the age of 
11-20. Table 1 shows that ? a raj )Gal) nii exemplifies the usage by 
different age groups of speakers when comparing to other two final 
particle, na and ? a. 
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Table 1 The use of final particle ? a, na and ? a raj jaalJ nii among age 
groups. 

v::. 6-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-SO 51-60 61-70 71-80 

e 

?a 36.69 17.85 23.1 21.06 13.57 20.34 17.42 17.39 

mi 3.04 5.42 10.52 28.53 49.71 35.27 35.06 35.49 

?araj jaag 
2.47 30.08 27.26 20.99 5.13 3.79 2.01 0 

nii 

Using final particles by age difference here is very interesting. 
The analysis shows that ? a raj jaalJ nii is highest used in the speaker 
at age group of 11-20 with 30.08 percent of the overall final particles 
used in corpus of the same age group. The age of21-30, 31-40, and 41-
50 is in order of frequency. Meanwhile, it appears zero in the speaker 
of 71-80 years old, and 6-7 years old. Concerning the token of data, 
? araj jaalJ nii firstly found the usage in the speaker of 9 years old. It is 
noted that final particle na is highly used in the age of 41 up to 80 and 
? a is the highest used at the age of 6-10. 

This variation of using final particle, particularly ? araj jaalJ 
nii, demonstrating above can be the marker of indicating language 
change in Thai society. Using Labov's notion of change in progress, it 
can be assumed that ? araj jaalJ nii might be the main final particle of 
assertion and demonstrating instead ofna. The picture of final particle 
change in progress can be clearer illustrated by Figure 1 below. 
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30 ---?araj jaal) nii 
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6-10y 11-20y 21-30 31-40 41-50 51~0 61-70 71-80 

Figure 1 Change in progress ofThai final particle na, ?a and ?araj 

jam; nii 

6. Conclusion 
This paper argues that ? araj jaaiJ nii is a new final particle in 

Thai language. It is grammaticalized from noun phrase to final particle. 
As final particle, ? araj jaa!J nii has more widely been used by Thai 
speakers in terms of discourse-pragmatic function. It is used as discourse 
connective and pragmatic marker. ? araj jaa!J nii can be a marker of 
language of young speakers as it found the highest use in the age of 
11-20. These different usages of? arajjaa!J nii as final particle among 
Thai speakers at different ages can be discussed from the heteroglossia 
function and the sociolinguistic variation perspective. Young Thai people 
at age of 11-20 interpret ?arajjaa!J nii in an adult-like fashion since 
? araj jaa!J nii is a final particle of assertion and demonstrating. They 
popularly use it to describe and illustrate their speech and their opinion 
or stance very much like adult people do. On the other hand, since 
? araj jaa!J nii has been fashionably used by the younger, Thai adults 
use it to perform their modem style and to express their youthfulness. 
This tendency of final particle usage show the change in progress as 
Labov ( 1972) points out to Thai language. 
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124 English Conversation 
~'UVI't.nnu ~P~'i.m'itu • 

Garoon Rujanawech 

dr.garoon@gmail.com 

L~'£l-i·Hn~P~11~nf!ht!i'i:l~1tJIP11U'£ln11 ~Ufl'J13J~~n hi1~ LL~'J ~3J'£l.:J 
~ ~ 

~1LL~'J -iJ'el3J~3J1nLnt!~ULL~'J 'VI~'£l'£l~L~vi11J'£l.:J,ft! ~3Jn~~irt!3J1~1J'Vlt!1rlt! 
~ 

LLI?i Ltlum~~t!'Vlt!1vi ~'el.:~i.-iltlru ru1~P~':in~P~~'£l.:Jri'£lt~'Vl IPl ~'JtJm~~.:~ f'i1 rn3J i. ~~ rn 
~ ~ ~ 

L"lit~ Many manufacturers have a quality control department to 
check the merchandise before shipping it out to the market. 
Do you think people should control their life quality as well? 

Have you ever controlled the quality of your life? LL~'l'VJnflt~n 

L~tJuhJ-Kn~n flt~'VI-ti.:JIPI'£lU11 I have never thought of that. ~nflt~ 
n~P~'£lU11 Actually, I might have thought about my life quality 
and have been trying to improve my life consciously and 

unconsciously. LL~'J n1~~1J'Vl1J1 rl L~3J f.i n ~n ~~UL~11 vihiLfltJ ~ rnvl~~ 
~ fP1Jt~1=ii1~P~i. ~i:lf!nU11'Vln L~3J~ rn V1-K.:~~1n~uVJ.:~ fl'J13J ~ rn L ~uvi'Vl~.:J'Vl~nt~3J1 . ~ 

~uhi'£lmnn-Kuu1u ~'JtJ~1~~-i1~CJdl?'i1.:~ '1 Ci.:~1fim~~fP1Jt~1~tum'Vl=ii1~P~ 

LL~~~nf!ht!i'flt~'VI-ti.:~iru3J1tn3J~3J11 How do you control your life 

quality? LL~~~ rl L tJu1fim~vi ~3JL-if~ fPlJ1J1tJi~~'Vl fi 111'Vl'lJ'el.:J=Ji11Pl 

vnniJ'l'li L Y0'1!;n1'i'~ni~l'l'i'!;vlUll(\JC\j1 L'1.l nllTI~l'lrel·:Jn (]1:1 ~ rk..:~1 "l L~UW 1 1Xf"l"f..:J 

Vl.i'U~(ij.J'W11111:11lwVJnrhw ~..:Jvl1'Wn1'i''1.l'1.lnL~m~hLutJ..:J V1~nm1:11 11Xl1~LY1m.u1u 
L ~1'll '1.l..:JJl11:11 "l'UdJu~ LL 'W i. "l'll '1.).:)~ cnu 'W 1 ,X vl1 L U'Wnl'i'~ '1.l'WJl11:11rel..:J n (]l:ILLrl un ~ n1:11 

m:l.J"fnumn~1 >no il"lu~wl'i'l1LnMmu LL~iiif..:~hi'1lmn'1.l~L'utJ11X~:l.J'1.lWu1 LYm:;if..:~ 

~~Yljf~'1.l'W 1v1 &:o LU'1.lh-Dur;l n1'i'~'1.lut:iL'1.l..:J~1rK~(ij.J'W1ilruru11 1XL i1u~ru~1'll'1.l..:J~u~ 
~ ~ ' 
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urmru~'ltn1n~1'W~~'WA-.lLU'W;.Jfl1~ffi'flm!'lL~'fln!'ln~..JU~-.lLL~-.l:Jl':Jiil!inm!'lum-J1'WYln 
'IJ ..., 'I .. 

~1-w ~-.:m'lnJ'WLVl-.1 m~vi'fl..JL~tl'l mn~'fln1-D'~..J<i1LU'W~i1ACU111'1'1 m~i:l..J1'W'tl~Lm~ 
' 

'l'l'fll'lLLrl:::~u't1~ ~~1ri'C1J~'flm~i'l3-JI'lf1-.J'fl'W1Aiil1~'VIrl1'W"ll1tJ 'VI1nm'liL'I'I~1:::-.J1-w~mr~ 
LLrl:::vh~'ltJ1"lfn1 ~i1~1u:::1 u~:::l11uilC1J'1J1"ll-w1 u~..JA3-Jhi1~fum~f..JLn tJ"l~'l L~'~'~'~'~M 

nA..Jj'lm"l1~u~'~ LL~..J:Jl':Jii11~1'l3-Jmru hH1"l:::Lu'W..J1-wu~:::LflY11~n lil13-J m~v11-.l1'W~'l tJ 1 "l ' ~ 

fmLrl:::"lr..J~..:~ ~'fl3-Jvl11 ~Ln~'t1n~::: LLrl:::w.n3-J'I'I'fl 1 "l1 u:Jl':JIIl~l'l13-J1~nfu~ ~"ll'flu 1~'fl~1'~ 
l'l3-Jmru"l~nulil'WL'fl'l A~'tluAf'l ~{1..:~ ~i'l3-J'11'WLLrl:::~fuurm~ m;;intJ1~ir..:~i1Yl'fl~1u 

'll 'll 'lJ 'U 

~'I~'IA3-J~n~'ltJ ~..:~mn~u1~-D~~1'11'WLU'W~-.l~1ri'ru~..J~~Iil-J'W1Arum'I'I:Jl':Jii1 
~ ' 

'W'tln"l1n'I1'W ~'fl ~lil~1un~'ltJ3-JL'Wl]~~3-J ~~mLJ.i'tlm3-J~-.l!'l'tl'WLrJ~l'IL"l~'W 
LLrl:::m:::~1..:1J1~n l U lil13-J<JtJ Lon11 "l1 'W'I'I (] (il nd~3-J'll'tl'l A'W~1i:J L Vl!i)~l'lf1-.J;.Jfl A'Wi:J'tl1~3-JrW 
LLrl:::L '\lllil ;.Jfl'!J'W'!Wl'W ~1'1rl'W~1~-.J1~i:JJ1'\11Un3-J1n n~1rl'W ~'W'fl ~ rlU A'l13-J Lon'! h 1 'W~ lil ' ~ 

LLrl:::m~rlnmuA3-JI'llillrr~'lm 'VIIil;.Jfl 1~m-:::-3'um~3-Jrum ~u1:Jl':Jiil ~..:~i:l~lilL'lYl'W1 L~'flnrl 
' ' ~ 

~~'f)tJ l 'fln1!'lLLrl:::'l11'l'W1 'li'ltJUm Y11Ylnoll LLrl:::th~..:il'l'll1 ~L vl1~i:JA'l13-J!'l13-J1~() LLrl::: l'fln1!'l 
'lJ .. q 'I 

n L uumnh~-l!'l'llm'l'l~ lil ~'I~ lil-J'W1~ lil1 "l1 ~L "lrru L U'Wn1~1'lf1'1'1'1~-.l~ lil~ A~~ m:::vh ~ 
' ' ~ 

'1'1 ~'I L'li-wiil'l r1'1!'l~~rf LLrl:::~ lil-J'W1 ~ rum'I'I:Jl':J lil ~ 'l'W'\'1~..:1~ lil~ A~ h tJ L U'W'I'I~'I~vl1 rl1 tJ 

1J.im"l~lil-J'W1~rum'I'I:Jl':Jiil1~ 

m~fn~l'l'llm'l'l m tJn L uu~..:~~1 r1 ru 1 um~~ lil-J'W1U~:::~Ylfim'I'I:Jl':J lil~~1 r1 ru ' ~ ~ 

LJ.iU'tltl 'VIrl1tiA'W~LJ.iL~~n~m'\111~~A'lmrlflA rhU..JLL~~!'l~LAtJ:Jl'W '\111nLU'W'fl1'\111~ 
~i:JL'!IJ1'W Ln~'tl J11il1rl mmL~i:J~rurhY11-.l'tl1'\111~U'tltl Lvl1rlULU'Wn1~~'11'l3-JhA~1'1 1 

1rjt -wi1-1n1t11 ~U~1n£JL~ u~~~ Vl1nunn{)1 u<JtJ"ll~1~A'lnu-wL'lrl1~n nn~ml'fl..:!VJn-ll 
m3-l1'W~'ltihA~1..:~ 1 'VI1muu1-w<Jt~vh..:~1-w :Jl':JiilnLru~:::~Ylfim'l'l ;.J3-J~..:~11'l"l"l1 um'\111~ 

~i:l~rurhL~'flnfuu~:::mu~n"rlL~ m'VI1~~Lu-wu~:::LflY1LLil..:~L'li-wi1'l rhm~m m!'lrli'1 

fu1~LL~ L v:lt~..:~umJ ~..:~u~..:~~l'ln L'li-wn-wHL v:itJ..:~'I'I'fl~i1-.JmtJrli''fl..:~m~ -w'fln"l'lnm'\111~ 
m~'tl'flnn1~-.JmtJ<J'Wrl:::A~..Ji'l13-J..Jmh..Ju'tltJ "l:::~'ltJmn~u ~1ml1 'VI'1'fl(iu~mmu 
n<i1LU'Wrli''fl..:~rl-w1"l1'W~:::tJ:::LLm L~mh1u1~~n Q1 'fl'IVllilU n"l:::lil~LU'WU~tl 'W'fln"l1n 

vh1 ~~'lL"lLL-li'ILL~'I iJ..:~'Ji'ltJrl~ 1'!1J1'WLLrl:::J11inrlL ui'f..:~mtJ 1~~ i'f'ln1tl~!'l3-JU1CULfl~A 
~ 

LutJ~LutJu l'l13-J1~nl'lr1-.JI'lnrf L~3-Ju~:::~Ylfim'I'I:Jl':Jiil1~ 

~'W 1 ~;<3-JL!'lL"lLy;'tl~lil-J'W'I~rum 'I'ILLrl:::u~:::~Ylfim'I'ILLri:Jl':Jiil ~'flA'l13-JI'l'W1"l 
~'l'Wiil'l L'li'W 'l1~~u r'fl'IL'I'Irl'ILYltl Yl..:!L'I'Irl'l (Arl1!'l~A) 'fi1'W L:fitJ'W'\IIU'I~'tl vl1!'l'l'W 
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vhm·vm vl'tl'IL~EJ'J LL'i'l~~UJ1rl~ ~'ILVI~1ffi~~'ln1~U'WLVl'IL"' LL'i'l~Lvl~Vfn~~r;i1'1 1 LlJ'W 

c.J'i'lL ~L~~IilL~~'W;n~lllVJmn~ 1r1nn~~1 How are you? A1 11l'tltJ~~f'I~~~1Vi'W'Vi ~'tl 
Just wonderful. 

fi L U'Wn1~'i'l'WVI 'W1~~1L ~'i'l n ~~~f) 1?1 LL'i'l~lil'i'lL "'L ~ ~~hJ Ll'lU AlilL 'WL~'tl'l-d 1~ 
~ ~ 

L~ ~11'l"l"'~(il.J'W1f1CWJ1~LL'i'l~1h~~VJfim~'ll'tl'l:n~lll1'W'llUu-d nL'i'lm~~liln'l say ·~1?1 " , ' ~ ~ 

tell "u!ln" ;'lhJr;i1 '1"11 nm~1VJm!n LLr;ifi~~fim~LiVI'i'l1U'i'lcn'Wi1l'lr;i'tl1LJ-d 

Say LU'Wn1~ "~1?1" n'IL~'tl'lr;i1'1 1L~~~'WY1'1 ~'l~'tl'llll1 d-J~'lU "L~'tl'l~~lil" L~'W . . . 
Say 'you won ' t do that again.' 

(You won 't do that again . LlJ'W~'~~~'tl'ln1~L~~Iil ) 

Say 'yes, please. ' 

(yes, please LU'WL~'tl'~m~~ lil ) 

"Well, as the say ing goes: Better late than never. " 

(nLu'W~fn'W~1 'i'l1u~n~1'll1 1il) 

That goes without saying ~.J~'tl'l'tlfimun'WLL~'l) 

"If it rains, there will be floods. " "That goes without saying." 

(tl1~'WIIln cJ1 nvJ'ld-J 1.J~'tl'l~1'tlflU1 U !l~hL'i'lU) 

No sooner said than done (vh1'ln~1~1il) . 
When the old man asked Peter to help him out of his chair, it 

was no sooner said than done. 

(~'tl~"ll1U"ll~1'll'tlL~YiL!il'tlf~'lUL'll1'i'ln"l1nlfl1t L'll1nVhL~Vl'WYlLLVlU'd.Jiil'tl'IU!ln) . ' 
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Tell Luumr "u'fln" f1'WL~mnum~L~'fl~ ri'1~m&Jm~~r;)'fl~Lu'Wl.Jf1f1'i'ln'fl'WL~'fl~~ 
"l:;U'fln L'li'U 

Tell me 'you won't do that again. ' 

(me dlwf1'U~"l:;u'fln LL'i'l:;[il1d-Jr;i''lm~'fl~~,:;u'fln ) 

Tell ffiid:Ju~1'W'l'W~1~ 1 L'liu 

Tell ... apart "recognize a difference between" 
{L ~'Uf1'l1d-J LL[il n~1~) 

Can you tell those twins apart? (~ru~~1t-hLL~~~J'WLL[iln~1'1n'U'v11'flhi) 

Tell (one) from (another) "distinguish between" 
(<i1 LL 'UnJ:;VI~1~) 

I cannot tell Herman from his brother; they look alike. 

{C-Jd-JLLtJnL1l'flfLLd-J'Whi'fl'fln"l1nU'fl'l'll1m'll1 L'li1LVI~'fl 'Url'U) 

Tell a story (L'ii1ilvnu). joke (L'ii1L~'fl'l[il'i'ln). lie {Ln'VIn). 

tale (¥1'fl'l), etc. 

The children want you to tell them a story. 

(L~n 1 r;)'fl~mr11X~ruL'ii1ilvnu11XL'll1) 

Tell time (u'flm'l'i'l1) 

Their six-year-old son is learning to tell time; now, he wants 
a watch. 

v 

('i'ln'l!1tJrJtJVIn'll'lU'll'fl'IL'll1rl1~'1L5tJumru'flm'l'i'l1 [il'fl'WU L'lllr;)'fl~mru1wm 
~ 

oll'fl~'EJLL~'l) 

Tell the truth (u'flnf1'l1d-J"l'f'l) 

You can't believe a thing Jack says. He just can't tell the truth. 
( f1ruhim"lL~'fl~~~LL~f1Y'I~Lr;) L'll1hiiirJ'u"l:;Y'I~f1'l 1 d-J"l'f~Lr;)L'i'ltJ) ' ~ ~ 
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Book Review 

Chaiyathip Katsura 

Book Title: Gaurs of Khun Yuarn Jungle (m::~'IU1~'Wt.J'd).J ) 

Author: Mr Nathawat Utthangkorn* 

Publisher: Ban Nang Sue 

Number of Pages: 286 

Type: Fiction 

Language: Thai 

Price: THB 200 

*********************** **************************** 

At a time when dense canopies of green sti II covered many parts 
of Thailand, some well-off people deemed it a test of their courage 
to make an adventure into such territories and come back with some 
'prizes '- rare, valuable wood, a jaguar 's skin, an elephant's tusks or 
even indigenous people's artifacts. Little by little, such feats brought 
irreparable damage to wildlife and the environment. 

In the year 2009, a middle-aged man performed a similar 
feat- going into a jungle and coming back with a prize. Joining a team 
of archaeologists from many institutions, Mr Natthawat Utthangkorn, 
whose father had worked in the Forestry Department, visited Sgaw 
Karen villages in a jungle of Khun Yuam District of Mae Hong Son 
Province in Northern Thailand. His hunt was not for exorbitantly 
priced elephant tusks or competitively auctioned feline skins, but for 

* The author passed away inApril2011 , at a premature age of 46. This 
novel was the last he wrote. 
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information on forest conditions and the indigenous people's ways oflife 
in the old days. And it was based on this 'prize' , that Mr. Utthangkom 
wrote his novel 'Gaurs ofKhun Yuam Jungle' . 

Set between 1940 and soon after the end of World War II, 
this novel features Sgaw Karens' typical ways of life and their close 
relationship with the forest. The storyline begins with a young Karen 
boy, Nge Po, accompanying his father and uncle into the jungle, where 
he is not only ' educated' about animals and plants but also taught ' the 
rules of the jungles ' . What is exciting to the boy on this trip is a herd 
of gaurs he sees up close, but what is special to him is a young white
faced gaur that locks his eyes with the boy's. A friendship is formed 
thenceforth. 

But as both the boy and the bull grow older, the situation 
changes, especially with the arrival ofJapanese troops. The altered ways 
oflife, caused partly by Japanese soldiers and partly by contact with the 
outside, more commercialised world, worsened the relationship between 
the Karens and their forest. Hunting for food for survival gives way to 
killing for pleasure and money. Amidst this powerful stream of change, 
how will Nge Po's friendship with the white-faced gaur develop? 

Mr. Utthangkorn, who had received an award from HRH 

Princess Sirindhom for his juvenile novel 'Rock-Hearted Boy ' (iil'J Liln 
~'JL"l1'flf1), told this story in simple yet moving language. Wasting no 
words, he described events and characters using vivid expressions, with 
occasional analogies reflecting his sense of humour. Ultimately, it is 
the author's call for human respect of nature, plants and all creatures 
that sets the theme of this story. 
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IV d' Clilt. 4 .QQJ 

~~ n m ~'Yl n1"iL ~'l.l'fltJVl f'l'"J13J'"J Sjj1 n1"i~"i'fltJVl f'l'"J13J'il1 n.:~1 'l.I'"J til !I 

L yj'fl~~3-I'WL 'l.I'"J1"i~1"i . CONNEXION 

1. Lth.J1JVlf1'l1~fi11'W~'Ifl!IW'I1'i'lLilf ~-ll'l~l"'1'i'lLilf 
2. th:::L1lVl'tl'il-l1JVll'l'l1~Lii1LLri 1JVll'l'l1~~~£J (research article) 

1JVl~'"l1n11 VIU-l~'il (book review) LLI'l:::unrun::: (miscellaneous) 
3. dJ'W111"d1L Vl£JVI'1'1lmm!l.Jncp=t (~ilm~Lil~'l'"lVl1'WI'l'l1~CJ n li1'1l-lVl1-.l 

L'lmnnuLLI'l:::m~HmmLL~'lLU'W'il~1 -lti) 
'V d d Q. 'Vd y 

4. Li1'1J .. n:::u'll'il1JVlf1'l1~ LLI'l:::"ll'il-'i'lnl'l'"l~.J'tl'il.Jt:-JL'tltJ'W1JVll'l'l1~ ~~'il~ . . ~ 

1~m~~nm c;\'1LLVIU.JLLI'l:::'i'lmu~vi'1-l1'W'il~1.JoD(ilL'"l'W LuummLVltJ 

LLI'l:::Jl1"ddtJ-lnC]1!1 

5. 1JVll'l'l1~1i1'1l.JiluVlf'l(il~'il~.Jmm1VlmLI'l:::mm!l.:~nq1!1 ilw:n~m'l 
'1l~1-ll'l::: 1 Vlihm:::(il11=1 AS 

6 . 1JVlf1'l1~~~-l fi1'1l.J hJ Ll'l£1 Lfi1fum~~Yl~~VI'1'1lrl1~-l L'i'l'W'il L fl 'il~Yl~~L 'W 

'l1~'i'l1~VI'1'1lLLVI~.J~'WL(ilmn'il'W 
7. 1JVlf1'l1~~~.J~1Lvl'1l~Yl~~'"l:::11i1fumm-ium'il.:~'"l1n~VlNI'lCU'l~ 

~ ' . 
'1l~1-lU'iltl'i'l'il-lYh'W 1 'W'i'l1'tl1~ L~ur.loU'il-lrl1J1JVll'l'l1~ 

8. 1JVll'l'l1~~hJ~1'Wn1~Yl'"l1~CU1L.r~Yl~~ Vl1.Jn'il-l1JJ~CU1fin1~'"l:::LL~.JL1X 
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9. 1JVlf1'l1~ iil 'il-l~ (ilL il'1lVI1 LLI'l:::~u LL 1J1J Lil1~ rl1 LL u:::u1Cil.Jc;i 'ill LJ-d 

~ 

1.1 m~Cil.J~1VIU1nJ:::(il11!1 

• Yl~~!i1'l£JnJ:::(il1 1!1'tJ'W1(il AS VIU1Ltim ~:::£J:::un'\-1(il 1.5 LYh 
v v 

~~'1lm:::l.JLI'l'tlVI'W1 

• ~1'W1J'W'tl'l1 l'l'l1~£JI'l'tl'il-l1JVll'l'l1~'1l~~:::VI~1.J 15-20 VIU1 

Cil.:~~:::£J:::'tJ'il1JnJ:::(il11!1 
~ ~ 

U'W 2.5 'll~. (1 U'l) ~1-l 2.5 'll~. (1 U'l) 
~ ~ 

on1£J 2 'll~. (0.79 il'l) 'tl'l1 2 'll~. (0.79 il'l) 
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J ~ ' 
LUr,J\-111JVlrl~tJr,J 

mm!uri'l1-.JLU 

1JV1rl'l1'-l 

Text 

Title 

Author(s) 

Abstract 

Abstract Content 

Keyword Head ing 

Keyword 

I" Leve l Heading 

2"' Level Heading 

Main Text 
bmphaSIS 

Table Content 

Notes 

:n~'ll'l1 

Alignment 

Center 

Right 

Left 

Justified 

Left 

-
Left 

Indented 

Justified 
-

-

-

Cordia New 16 

Cordia New 14 

Cordia New 14 

tln~ Cordia New 13 

Cordia New 13 

tln~ Cordia New 13 

Cordia New 14 

Cordia New 14 

tln~ Cordia New 14 

Cordia New 14 

tln~ Cordia New 13 

Cord ia New 14 

Font 
Font Size 

Style 

Bold Times New Roman 14 

Bold Times New Roman 12 

Bold Times New Roman 12 

Normal Times New Roman I I 

Bold Times New Roman II 

Normal Times New Roman II 

Bold Times New Roman 12 

Bold Times New Roman 12 

Normal Times New Roman 12 
tlo ld 11mes New Koman 12 

Normal T1mes New Roman II 

Italic T1mes New Koman 12 
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~ ~ ~ 
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• rh~1~C1J 
v; :w~ ~ 'tl'n n ~ 'l'W 1J'Vl ~ ~ ~ 'tl ri 'tl'W;'W ~ 'l'W'!I 'tl-.l L d 'tl'\111 A'l n ~ 'tl n 1'11~1 ~ C1J 

~L~m-iJ'tl.:JrlUU'Vlfl'l1:WU~:;:w1ru 3-5 1'11 

1.3 mn~tJ'WL'tlmn~rer1-:~:S-.1 

U'Vlfl'l1:WrnM11'VltJL"IXr;:w~l'l1~1 "L!lnl'lw1i'1-:~:S.:~" LiinM~ Cordia New 

'!I'W1~ 16 ~!ltJfii" r;l'l'Vl'W1 ~.:Jn~1~V1U1m:;~1M cl1LU'WinM1'i1.:!mlM v;;w~f11~1 

"References" Liin'EI~ Times New Roman '!I'W1~ 12 ~ !ltJfii" r;l'l'Vl'W1 ~-.1n~1.:J 
V1u1m:;~1M rl1Vl'W~L"IXL~tJ'WL'tlnl'l1~-r)1-.l:S-.llil1m:;uu Harvard (l'l1:W1~n~r;l'l'tl~1.:JLL~:; 

~ 

n tJ~:; Li'l tJ ~ 1v1"11n http :/ /s tks . or. th/wiki /doku. php?id=reference-

bibliography-manual-style L~tJLir;l'linMnL~:;'!I'W1~L-ri'WL~tJ'lrlU L d'BL~'tl.:JL 'W 

U'Vl fl'l1:1J 

~'l'tl!h-:1 

1:1.1IWl 
rJ!wiv 1 B u 

fh~~P\n~ m~<)liJ.Iu:;. (2547) l'YIVLW.J'lLriL,;V, n~.:Jb'Vl~'1: unrun"'. 

rjtwiv 2 B u 
~~'Vlu ~~1'11 LL~:;mV\tJ ~~1'11. (2544) mrJJmnmrvriniJm ur~::mrtrvumu1vu 

TvwniumrvwiJwh~ru. m.:JL'Vl~'1: m~r;:w~. 
~ ~ ' 

rjtwiv 3-5 flU 

1~~'1lVJnfl'W 'l!1'l1'VltJL~ " LL~:;" 'l!1'l~1.:!U~:;L'Vlf'l ~'W~'tlvl'ltJLfl~'tl~Vl:W1tJ 
"1~1l1fl "," LL~:;L~Lfl~'tl.:!Vl:W1tJ "&" ~'W~'tlfl'WI'l~Yl1tJ 
' ' 
f'\[l~lil~ L:IJ'iJ.J'U1tJ, ~'ll1'W'Vlf fl~'VlLi'J'tl.:J, iru'l!~ 'l'lMl, L'Vl!l~oDtJ L~mi'i~iJ. 
' ' ~ 

1n:w'Vl ~'WPI~~.:~ . LL~:; L n~tJ.:~Pin~ Ld-i.:Jti'1~'W. (2548) mrr.huunLWf1Ufl'lUn 

t%r;mFJ'ifl-JYIJ.n v LJ.JLflfJfl #It 'iiw v. L~tJ-.lL Vld-i: r1 ru:;LnMlilH'i11'llilf 
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rjtwlv 6 fi'W uJmnnm'1 6 fi'W 

~LLlii'l 6 rl'W L'i'i~rent'l 6 rl'W LL'C'l::;ri'u~'ltJLr1~'fl'IVI:J.J1tJ "&" rl'fl'W~'flrl'W 
'i'lV!Vl1 tJ irLLlii'lmnn~1 6 r1'W 1'i'i~'fl 6 r1'WLLm m:J.J~'lur-11~1 "LL'!'l::;r1u~u 1" 1wn~ 
' " 

LVltJ rn~lii1-:J'lh::;LVlf'l H "et al." 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ .,f ~ .,f .,f 

'i'l:J.J'"l~ 'i'l'l'll'Wb~\j'!'ltJ, 'i'l1tJ~ru n'"l'"l1, 'U'l.J'll1 d-J'i'ln1 'W'WVl , ~'i'lVlfi b~fi~Vlfi , 
6' fV d 0 'V .... -=- 'V 0 d Clo ..... 

~'1'11f'lnVI LL~'Irll'fl'l'W, 'll~~m Vl'l'l'i'l111'l.J , LL'C'l::;rl'W'fl'W 1- (2548) OTi'J"'tl 

LLfi::W/JJ.I'W'?'llliln"'ormm r{lilor::ur;um rL7vurYftuwJL7vuLllu'i'l·,.,y;Jruf%r;v 
4 ~ ~ ~ 

n"'m"TJ.J'Vffl'?m-!fl'?tl, nd'ILV1~'1: f'l'WtJ';JVlmf'11'iWif~mn :J.JVI1';JVlm~tJ 
' " 

f'\~'Wrlr'WVl~';Jh~iJ.J. 

mrnn5nn rJrr;mr;y rjtJvwJw 
~'W~ mru';J~~~ ('l.Jn .) (2547) WliiLL111l'W'?tJO"H1nffru. nd'ILV1~'1: 'lnru'i'l 1 ~'W. 

' " ' 1 ' I " ' WDD.[)PJLLIM 

fJ if..Jm TLLN'W$iuiliJ.I'WfirTJ.J (2543) nNLVl~'1: n1~vl'fl'IL~tJ'l LL'I-i'lu~::;LVlf'ILVltJ. 
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Guidelines for sending articles to be published in 
CONNEXION: 

1. The articles should focus on Humanities and Social 
Sciences. 

2. The articles could be research articles or book reviews or 
miscellaneous articles. 

3. The articles must be written in Thai or in English . 
(If written in English, it should be proof-read by a native 
speaker before submitted.) 

4. The articles should be clearly titled and enclosed with 
information on the writers ' name and surname, title of 
educational background, workplace, position and contact 
address in English. 

5. The articles' abstracts must be in English of 
approximately one A5 page in length. 

6. The articles must not have been previously published or 
in the process of publication. 

7. All articles will be peer-reviewed by at least 2 experts in 
the relevant fields. 

8. Hard copies and electronic copies of rejected articles 
will not be returned to the writer 

9. The articles must follow the following guidelines: 

1. A copy of the manuscript 

1.1 Page setup 

• Type in single-sided AS, double spaced and number each 
page on the top right corner. The overall length should be 
15-20 pages. 

• Margins 
Top 2.5 em .. (1 inch) Bottom 2.5 em. (1 inch) 
Left 2 em. (0.79 inch) Right 2 em. (0.79 inch) 
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1.2 Text layout and character formats 

• Content 

Text Alignment 
Font 

Font 
Style 

Title Center Bold Times New Roman 

Autbor(s) Right Bold Times New Roman 

Abstract Left Bold Times New Roman 

Abstract Content Justified Normal Times New Roman 

Keyword Heading Left Bold Times New Roman 

Keyword - Normal Times New Roman 

I" Leve l Heading Left Bold Times New Roman 

2"" Leve l Heading Indented Bold Times New Roman 

Main Text Justified Normal Times New Roman 

Emphasis - Bold Times New Roman 

Table Content - Normal Times New Roman 

Notes - Italic Times New Roman 

• Figures and tables 

Size 

14 

12 

12 

II 

II 

II 

12 

12 

12 

12 

II 

12 

Type "Table ... " (Bold) and the table 's names (Regular) 
above the table. The table must fit well in the text. 
Type "Figure ... " (Bold) and the figure's names (Regu lar) 
center below the figure. 

• Keywords 
Each article should have 3-5 keywords in each 

language. They should be placed right after the abstract. 

1.3 References 
Type "References" with Times New Roman, Bold at the center 

of the page. Use Harvard system in the reference list and use the same 
font style and font size as in the main text. (See http://education.exeter. 
a c. uk/dll/studyskills/harvard _referencing.htm ) 
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Examples 

Book 

Book with one author 

Adair, J. (1988) Effective time management: How to save time and 
spend it wisely, London: Pan Books. 

Book with two authors 

McCarthy, P. and Hatcher, C. ( 1996) Speaking persuasively: Making 
the most of your presentations, Sydney: Allen and Unwin. 

Book with three or more authors 

Fisher, R. , Ury, W. and Patton, B. (1991) Getting to yes: Negotiating 
an agreement without giving in, 2"d edition, London: Century 
Business. 

Book - second or later edition 

Barnes, R. (1995) Successful study for degrees, 2"d edition, London: 

Routledge. 

Book bv same author in the same vear 

Napier, A. (1993a) Fatal storm, Sydney: Allen and Unwin . 

Napier, A. (1993b) Survival at sea, Sydney: Allen and Unwin. 

Book with an editor 

Danaher, P. ( ed.) (1998) Beyond the ferris wheel, Rockhampton: 

CQU Press. 
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!(you have used a chapter in a book written by someone other than 
the editor 

Byrne, J. (1995) 'Disabilities in tertiary education', in Rowan, L. and 
McNamee, J. (ed.) Voices of a Margin, Rockhampton: CQU 
Press. 

Books with an anonymous or unknown author 

The University Encyclopedia (1985) London: Roydon. 

Government publications 

Department for Education and Employment (DfEE), (2001) Skills for 
life: The national strategy for improving adult literacy and 
numeracy skills, Nottingham: DfEE Publications. 

Conference papers 

Hart, G. , Albrecht, M. , Bull, R. and Marshall, L. (1992) 'Peer 
consultation: A professional development opportunity 
for nurses employed in rural settings', Infront Outback 
- Conference Proceedings, Australian Rural Health 
Conference, Toowoomba, pp. 143 - 148. 

Newspaper articles 

Cumming, F. (1999) 'Tax-free savings push' , Sunday Mail, 4 April, 

p. 1. 

Journal article 

Muller, V. (1994) 'Trapped in the body: Transsexualism, the law, 
sexual identity', The Australian Feminist Law Journal, 

vol. 3, August, pp. 103-107. 
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Journal article (rom CD-ROM electronic database. or journal 

Skargren, E.I. & Oberg, B. (1998) 'Predictive factors for 1-year 
outcome of low-back and neck pain in patients treated in 
primary care: Comparison between the treatment strategies 
chiropractic and physiotherapy', Pain [Electronic] , vol. 77, 
no. 2, pp. 201-208, Available: Elsevier/ScienceDirect/ 0304-
3959(98)00101-8, [8 Feb 1999]. 

Electronic mail (e-mail) 

Johnston, R. (2001) Access courses for women, e-mail to NIACE 
Lifelong Learning Mailing List (lifelong-leaming@niace. 
org. uk), 22 Aug. [24 Aug 2001]. 

Robinson, T. (2001) Re: Information on course structure, e-mail to 

S. Dhann (s.dhann@exeter.ac.uk), 12 Jul. [13 Jul2001]. 

World Wide Web page 

Young, C. (2001) English Heritage position statement on the Valletta 
Convention, [Online], Available: http://www.archaeol.freeuk. 

com/EHPostionStatement.htm [24 Aug 2001]. 

Submit the Manuscript 
I . Mail : I copy of the manuscript with CD to 

CONNEXION editors 
Division of Graduate Coordinator 
Mae Fah Luang University 
Muang, Chiang Rai 57100, Thailand 

2. E-mail : connexion@mfu.ac.th 
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